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Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of Vision Bil lericayShenfield.
What a difference a year makes. It was 12 months ago that we found 

ourselves right at the beginning of a national lockdown.
It was, for all of us, a step into the unknown. It would be fair to say 

there was an intriguing novelty about the early days of social distancing 
and the need to stay at home, but that quickly changed when all around 
us the concerns for health, jobs and our loved ones grew. 

Speaking personally, the early days of the pandemic saw my dad in 
hospital for more than a week. He eventually won his considerable battle 

with COVID-19, while at home my wife and I were bracing ourselves for the imminent 
arrival of our baby daughter. Now, a year on, I feel better equipped to take a view on those dark days. 
Things were to get much worse before the corner could be turned. 

No matter what our thoughts are on Prime Minister Boris Johnson, the economy or the COVID-19 response, 
one thing most people I speak to agree on is the speed and effectiveness of the vaccine roll-out so far. 
It has given the nation the biggest l ift possible. Sure, we wil l be l iving with COVID-19 and its variants perhaps 
indefinitely, but getting the jab is ultimately the way we can all get our l ives back on track.
              Nik Allen

This is your town’s hyper-local magazine, delivering to homes and businesses every month.

Editor’s notes...
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www.billericayselfstorage.com
info@billericayselfstorage.com
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Stacey Solomon isn’t too worried about the airs and graces of celebrity life. Sure, she has grown up in 
the lens since being catapulted into the scene in 2010 with a stellar display on The X Factor.

While she ended up falling short – coming third, behind Joe McElderry and Olly Murs – the dye was 
cast as far as a career on screen was concerned. It was her casual, considered, girl-about-town image that 
viewers admired; the fact she was never afraid to speak up, to share her emotions and to bridge the gap 
between viewer and star.

“Throughout my TV career I’ve always just tried to be myself,” she says. “It’s strange when you receive 
criticism for that – perhaps I don’t round my consonants as well as I should, perhaps I act a bit loud at times, 
but that’s just me. I think the era of the manufactured presenter is over and we’re all allowed to be a bit more 
ourselves, and that’s something I love.”

The 31-year-old Dagenham-born star’s TV career has ultimately been the ‘x factor’ that has led her to love, 
having fallen for the charms of chipper, funny man Joe Swash, also a near-veteran of the reality TV industry.

The pair got together five years ago, drawn together by a shared passion for… well, everything. 
“We connect on such a perfect level,” says Stacey, “and we’re always making each other laugh.”

The pair, who got engaged just before Christmas, now also have a little reality star of their own to share 
– baby Rex, who arrived in 2019. 

“I have two sons from a previous relationship and Joe has one, so bringing everyone together in our 
home has been perfect.”

The Essex-based couple have recently moved into their new home - aptly named Pickle Cottage. 
Stacey admitted it would need some work, but what’s certain is that she will get it looking spick and 
span – after all, Stacey has just released her latest book, entitled Tap to Tidy. It’s a smorgasbord of 
houseproud hints that also details crafting and design, as well as cleaning and keeping shipshape.

Stacey, who has appeared on and won I’m a Celebrity…Get Me Out of Here, and has presented 
shows such as The Love Machine, The Jump and Loose Women, also has a new BBC series, Sort 
Your Life Out, arriving later in the year; while Joe’s work ranges from EastEnders to Dancing on Ice 
– he is also a previous winner in ‘the jungle’, which is where the likeable pair first met.

“TV was always an industry I admired, and although it has been a strange year, I think so many 
people have been able to keep their spirits up by escaping for a few hours in the evening to watch 
something,” Stacey says.

“The pandemic has really brought us back to the basics, where spending time around our family 
now feels like the most important thing in the world, whereas before we were perhaps more side-
tracked by work and careers and more selfish things in our lives.

“That said, I want to get back to normality – it’s what we all need, and I’ve got a wedding to 
plan, after all!”

FOUR BOYS… AND POTENTIALLY MORE ON THE WAY – HOW THE STACEY SOLOMON/JOE 
SWASH LOVE STORY IS A REALITY TV STORY WE ALL LOVE

SPOTLESS IN THE SPOTLIGHT 

‘I think the era of the manufactured presenter is over and we’re all allowed 
to be a bit more ourselves, and that’s something I love’

Stacey Solomon
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HOW JASMINE HARRISON BRAVED ISOLATION AND SLEEP DEPRIVATION TO BECOME A 
WORLD RECORD HOLDER

WATER BABE

From rowing across the Atlantic Ocean with 
only the sound of waves crashing against 
the sides of a flimsy 21ft boat, to answering 

a Zoom call from the Duchess of Cambridge, 
Kate Middleton, on International Women’s Day, 
Jasmine Harrison’s journey from desperate 
isolation to taking centre stage as an example of 
true human endeavour and resilience has been 
magnificent.

The 21-year-old world record breaker was 
inspired to start rowing when she saw the event 
two years ago while teaching in the Caribbean. 
Yet despite having not set foot inside a boat until  
12 months ago, she powered her way into the 
record books in February by becoming the 
youngest woman to row solo across the Atlantic 
Ocean as part of the Talisker Whisky Challenge. 

Going up against a field of experienced entrants, 
the Yorkshire-based sailor drew on every last 
sinew of courage and conviction, to the delight of 
her friends, family and support crew who tracked 

her every move across 3,000 miles of water.
The journey, from La Gomera in the Canary 

Islands to Antigua, took Jasmine 70 days. Despite 
extreme exhaustion – the longest duration of 
uninterrupted sleep she could have was two 
hours – searing heat, dehydration and no small 
quantity of challenges along the way – including 
capsizing her vessel just two days before finally 
making it to the finish line – the intrepid sailor says 
the experience was the most profound of her life.

“I will take away from this experience so many 
memories – some bad, but most of them good.”

Asked what she was looking forward to most 
when back on dry land, she laughed: “That’s easy 
– food… lots of food.”

As for what comes next, the part-time bartender 
is almost certainly going to find herself in demand 
where other marine challenges are concerned.

“I’m going to take some time off then look 
around and decide what comes next. This isn’t a 
one-off for me and I want to achieve more.” 

Jasmine Harrison
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FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS SERVING THE 
LOCAL COMMUNITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS 

SUPPLY, REPAIR & REPLACEMENT
DOUBLE GLAZING | TRIPLE GLAZING

UPVC | ALUMINIUM WINDOWS 
HARD WOOD WINDOWS
FRENCH & PATIO DOORS 

PORCHES & CONSERVATORIES  
BI-FOLD DOORS 

REPAIR SERVICES AVAILABLE 8AM - 8PM
CAT FLAPS | KNOCKERS | LETTER BOXES 

SPYHOLES | CYLINDERS | HANDLES 
HINGES & LOCKS FOR WINDOWS & DOORS 

TRICKLE VENTS | SEALED GLASS UNITS 
LEADED & GEORGIAN GLASS  

CONSERVATORY ROOF REPAIRS | PANELS

EVERYTHING WE DO IS FULLY 
GUARANTEED & WE PRIDE OURSELVES 

IN OUR ABSOLUTE ATTENTION 
TO CUSTOMER CARE

WINDOWS | DOORS | INSTALLATION | REPAIRS

“Your Friend in the Trade”

CONTACT US TODAY FOR YOUR FREE OF CHARGE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE 

01277 554 075
w    www.thewindowmanessex.net   @thewindowmanessex             

Proudly Providing the 
Complete Service
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cactus can make a great addition to any home 
thanks to its striking shape and often unusual  
flowers on some varieties. However, this 

spikey houseplant offers many other benefits.

Cacti are self-sustaining plants
If you want to inject some greenery into your home 
but you simply don’t have the time to care for plants, 
then a cactus is the plant for you as it requires 
little to no maintenance. Native to the desert, cacti 
store moisture in their roots, leaves and stems and 
regulate their own food intake so you barely need to 
water them at all. 

Cacti improve the air quality in your home
Green plants such as cacti actively absorb carbon 
dioxide from the air and release oxygen, which helps 
to improve the air quality in your home. Other health 
benefits of cacti include an ability to reduce stress 
levels, provide companionship and even enhance 
your memory.

Cacti can make you more productive
If you are currently working from home but are being 
driven to distraction by family life, a well-placed 
cactus plant can boost your productivity levels. 
In fact, controlled tests have shown that having a 
cactus in your office can improve your performance 
by more than 12 per cent. 

Cacti offer subtle beauty
For those who follow feng shui in their home, a 
cactus is the perfect plant for adding an elegant 
visual experience while at the same time banishing 
any negative energy. Cacti love the sun, so choose 
to add one to your windowsill or near the entrance to 
your home. Avoid placing in the living room or your 
kitchen, unless you want to be on the receiving end 
of an unexpected spike. 

Best cactus varieties to grow indoors:
Angel wings cactus | Rat tail cactus | Old lady cactus 
| Christmas cactus 

STYLSTYL SHSH
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lthough floral interiors are nothing new, they’ve 
certainly become on trend over the last few 
years. Flowery bedspreads, botanical 

cushions, jungle-print curtains and all manner of 
foliage frolics have been brought into the home, 
with our front rooms, kitchens, bedrooms and even 
bathrooms better places for it. 

Vivacious ideas and vivid colours have become 
the order of the day, with ambitious, elegant results, 
all crafted in the knowledge that floral interiors never 
go out of fashion. 

If you’ve kept your walls clear and fresh, it means 
that you can just add in colour with floral-print 
additions to your furniture, with vibrant cushions, 
rugs and throws in your living room. For perhaps 
the smallest of makeovers, your inside space can 
represent all the bounty of an outside garden. 

If, however, your current styles mean a drastic 
design change, a mural or flowered wallpaper may 
be more in demand. If this is your route, supplement 
a complicated background with plain cushions and 
simple, flat, easy-to-digest whites and greys.

In addition, adding real or fake flowers will bring 
walls into the 3D realm, enhancing your look and 
creating energy, interest and talking points.

As for the palette you have at your disposal, floral 
colours offer all manner of outdoor shades, as we 
know. From pinks to purples, yellows, whites and 
reds, there are few colours out of bounds.

And once you’ve remastered a room with a full-on 
floral theme, you can progress the idea by making 
small, subtle changes that complement the look, 
such as adding small garden-themed pictures, or 
perhaps even candles with floral scents.

Very soon, you can find yourself bringing the 
outside inside, where opening a window and 
allowing a breeze to blow through the space 
completes what is an invigorating and inspirational 
design effect.

A
The floral effect, and how to achieve it

FAWNING
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Guaranteed Lowest Prices

  FREE FITTING 
 FREE home visits
 80% wool twist pile specialists
Carpets • Vinyls • Laminates • Wood Flooring

WHY PAY MORE?WHY PAY MORE?
WE WILL MOVE YOUR FURNITURE & FREE 
UPLIFT/REMOVAL OF YOUR OLD CARPET

We come to you in the comfort of your own home

Carpets Direct

01277 554 16301277 554 163
CALL YOUR LOCAL AREA SPECIALIST

Established 
25 years

www.carpets-direct.co.ukwww.carpets-direct.co.uk

GAS ◆ PLUMBING ◆ HEATING
◆ All boilers serviced & repaired
◆ Condensing boilers & warm-air units
◆  All work undertaken including leaks, 

upgrades & installations
◆ No call-out charge
◆ OAP discounts available
◆ Full public liability insurance
◆ Fully qualified engineers

A PROFESSIONAL FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS
HONEST & RELIABLE

OVER 20 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

From a tap washer to a full heating system, call

email: hammondandsons@hotmail.co.uk
www.hammondandsons.co.uk

01277 261 888

We Specialise in: 
New Roofs | Flat Roofs | Tile & Slate Roofs | Re-pointing Chimney Stacks

All Roof Repairs | Leadwork | New UPVC Fascias & Gutters

Moss Removal | External Painting 

www.essexroofingspecialists.co.uk | info@essexroofingspecialists.co.uk

Call 01277 572 039 or 0208 050 2039 now
For a FREE no-obligation quote!   
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CALL 07800 659881  
WWW.BLACKOPALTHEFITTEDFURNITURECO.CO.UK   

 

TRADITIONAL BESPOKE FITTED FURNITURE 

HANDMADE IN THE UK

BLACK OPAL 
THE FITTED FURNITURE COMPANY LTD.

SCAN ME

DRESSING ROOM l STUDIES l WARDROBES l LUXURY HOME BARS
BATHROOMS l  MEDIA FURNITURE l KITCHENS l CINEMA ROOMS

CALL 07800 659881  
WWW.BLACKOPALTHEFITTEDFURNITURECO.CO.UK   

 

TRADITIONAL BESPOKE FITTED FURNITURE 

HANDMADE IN THE UK

BLACK OPAL 
THE FITTED FURNITURE COMPANY LTD.

SCAN ME

DRESSING ROOM l STUDIES l WARDROBES l LUXURY HOME BARS
BATHROOMS l  MEDIA FURNITURE l KITCHENS l CINEMA ROOMS

Whether you are investing in home security 
for the first time or you want to upgrade 
your existing set-up, the below guide will 

ensure you pick the perfect home security system 
for your property. 

Determine the purpose: The first step in choosing a 
security system for your home is to determine its 
primary purpose. There are three types of home 
security systems: home automation, intruder 
protection and environmental monitoring.

Home automation is the most advanced option, 
where all your devices are connected to each 
other via the internet of things. Intruder protection 
is designed to protect your home from burglars, 
and environmental monitoring systems detect 
anomalies like fire and leaks.

Choose the right components: There are many 
different home security packages on the market 
and you need to decide which elements you want 
in yours to make you and your family feel safe 
and protected. Popular choices include smart 

doorbells, motion cameras, burglar alarms, smart 
lights and window sensors. 

Pick a monitoring system: If your budget allows 
it, you could invest in round-the-clock call centre 
monitoring for your home. Your chosen provider will 
call you if they notice anything strange or to alert 
you of a natural disaster. Alternatively, you could 
use DIY monitoring and opt to receive notifications 
to your phone. 

Select a network: Every home security system 
needs a network to function. You can choose either 
a wired or a wireless one. Wireless networks are 
becoming increasingly popular as all they need is 
a Wi-Fi or cellular connection and they are good 
to go. 

Decide about installation : You can either install your 
home security system yourself or pay a professional 
to do it for you. Professionally installed systems 
tend to be more reliable but will obviously cost you 
more money than doing it yourself.  
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SEVEN HANDY HINTS FOR MAKING THE MOST 
OF YOUR JET WASH HIRE

You’re about to embark on a bit of high-pressure jet washing – perhaps you’re getting 
that grubbiness off the walls, maybe your patio needs bringing back to its original 
sheen, or it could be your windows that want rid of all that winter grime.

Whatever the case, here are some tips that mean when hiring a pressure washer you’ll 
clean up… literally and financially.

ONE: The price is right
It sounds obvious, but it pays to shop around. Kärcher leads the market with consumer pressure 
washers, but they all work in the same way, so don’t necessarily be swayed by a big name or 
a fancy trim.

TWO: Time is of the essence
Be realistic over how long you want to hire a pressure washer for. Most hire companies will let 
you extend, but it’s cheaper and easier to plan out your workload first; and of course, don’t ever 
waste money by hiring one that you’re not going to use straight 
away.

THREE: Failing to prepare…
With the last point in mind, prepare the areas you’re going to use 
the jet wash for before picking it up. Not only will it help with space 
and efficiency, but your hire time won’t be wasted moving items 
around so you can get started.

FOUR: Safety first
While great fun, pressure washers pack a huge amount 
of power, and even a lower-grade machine has enough 
punch to break through human skin.

FIVE: Pre-wash
Pre-washing any area makes jet spraying so much 
easier when you come back to it a few minutes later.

SIX: Nozzle knowledge
The pressure washer comes with a variety of nozzles, 
so ensure you select the right one for the job.

SEVEN: “I need proof (waterproofs)”
Spray will quickly consume you and people in neighbouring 
counties, so ensure you have waterproof gear, and prepare 
for a huge amount of dirt while you’re at it.

You can use a jet wash for cleaning windows, patios, driveways 
and even your car.
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UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

CONTACT US FOR YOUR FREE HOME 
VISIT & NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

WINDOWS  n  DOORS  n  CONSERVATORIES 
ORANGERIES  n  PORCHES  n  ROOFLINE

Local to you

GIVE YOUR HOME 
A NEW LOOK
PROFESSIONAL DOUBLE GLAZING & HOME 
IMPROVEMENTS INSTALLERS & DESIGNERS  

0800 31 84 31
www.smithsltd.co.uk

Turning Houses into Homes Since 1968

NEW SHOWROOM

YOUR LOCAL FLOORING SPECIALIST
l KARNDEAN PLATINUM DEALER 
l AMTICO AUTHORISED DEALER 
l INVICTUS PLATINUM DEALER 
l KAHRS AUTHORISED DEALER 
l FULL DESIGN AND DISPLAY SHOWROOM 
l FREE SAMPLE  l  FREE HOME SURVEY 
l FREE DESIGN SERVICE 

25 BAKERS COURT, PAYCOCKE ROAD, BASILDON SS14 3EH 

FREE PARKING
01268 525524 l info@appleflooring.co.uk  appleflooringltd

See www.appleflooring.co.uk for our full range of flooring & carpet brands
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In theory, the loft is the perfect storage place for old mementos, cherished 
gifts and all manner of items you will sort at some point down the line. What 
unites all of them is we don’t want these books, records, paintings, clothes 

and pieces of furniture around us in our living spaces – fair enough. And yet, 
when it comes to retrieving them from the most ideal of home hidey-holes, 

will they actually return to the light in the same condition we left them?
All told, the evidence appears to be ‘no’. Part of the reason for 

this is because your attic is a hotbed (literally) for wildly fluctuating 
temperatures. We all know heat rises, so at certain times of the day, and 
the year, all manner of warmth will spread upwards into your loft space. 

Conversely, during times of extreme cold, it will be the only place in the 
house neither insulated nor heated.
Consider as well the creeps and critters that reside in the dark, 

sometimes damp, sometimes blissfully dry conditions. 
You should pay particular attention to:

WOODEN FURNITURE… Wood can expand and crack with frequent 
changes in temperature, so beware of leaving it in storage for long spells.

FABRICS… Mice, dust mites, beetles and even birds will quickly find a second 
use for clothes, carpets, toys and rugs.

LEATHER… While the appearance of an old leather jacket will tarnish and 
fade, a bigger problem may be trying to rid it of a dank, musty odour.

CANDLES, VINYL AND CASSETTE TAPE… Extreme heat will quickly 
compromise the quality of items that you have cherished, be it that wedding 

photo album or your Canned Heat LP.

The best way to avoid items deteriorating over time is to wrap them 
well, store them in boxes and ensure proper ventilation through your 
loft space.
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Call us on 01277 217972
www.georgebarnettkitchens.co.uk  l   sales@georgebarnettkitchens.co.uk

Visit our showroom: 68 Woodland Avenue, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex CM13 1HH

Kitchens Kitchens •• Bedrooms  Bedrooms •• AV   AV  •• Home Office Home Office

  
 

 
 

Organised   by   Kat     is   a   Brentwood   based   company   where   we   offer   in   person  
home   organising   services   to   simplify   and   streamline   your   home   and   life.  

 

Whether   you   need   help   with   decluttering,   organising   or   stylish   storage  
solutions   we   are   here   to   listen   to   your   challenges   and   help   you   on   your  

first   step   to   a   more   organised   way   of   living.  
  

Packages   &   Rates  
 

 
Face   to   face   or   virtual   

home   assessment  
£30  

 
4   hour   package  

£135  

 
6   hour   package  

£200  

 
8   hour   package  

£250  

 
10   hour   package  

£300  

 
Additional   Hourly   Rate  

£35  

 

Get   a    free   home   assessment     and    10%   discount     off  
our   package   rates   when   you   mention   this   leaflet.  

07483 294 635   

www.organisedbykat.co.uk

instagram.com/organisedbykat / facebook.com/organisedbykat
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Modern glass showers and marble counters may look great, but they need care to maintain their lustre 
– bring forward the Great British Baking Soda solution.

You may not think glass shower doors and cubicles have much to do with those huge slabs of 
marble that comprise the worksurfaces in your kitchen, but think again. Both undergo daily use, both are 
largely mistreated – consider limescale and heat in the bathroom and all manner of spillages in the kitchen 
– and yet both can be kept in A1 shape with the required care and attention… and a bit of baking soda.

GLASS SHOWERS
Tending to a bit of cleaning is the last thing on our minds when we wander out of the shower in the morning, 
still half-asleep from the night before. Yet daily spraying – with a limescale-fighting premix – and wiping can 
preserve the lifetime of glass so it stays shiny for longer.

However, if you’re the type who would rather do a one-off clean every couple of weeks, use washing-up 
liquid on a course brush and scrub the areas that contain the tell-tale white, bumpy marks.

Rinse with cool water, then use baking soda to break down some more of the mass, spraying vinegar over 
the top before rinsing away with warm water.

MARBLE COUNTERS
Baking soda is again your best friend when it comes to returning marble 
counters to the way they were before soups, sauces, pasta and pancetta 
took a rather appealing shine away.

Simply mix three tablespoons of baking soda into a litre of water. Apply 
the mixture to your worktops and leave in place for several hours.

When you return, wash the pasted solution off with warm water, then 
apply a shop-bought marble sealer.

As ever, regular cleaning, and ensuring you don’t leave spillages to set, is 
the best way to keep your marble at a constantly high level. 
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German Kitchens Limited  (01910199) is an appointed representative of Kutchenhaus Ltd, Unit 704 Kings Park, Severnside Trading Estate, Textilose Road, Trafford Park, Manchester, 
M17 1WA. (Register no. 05012625) is a credit broker and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Credit provided by Hitachi Personal Finance, a trading style of 

Hitachi Capital (UK) PLC, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Register no. 704348). Credit is subject to status and affordability. Terms and Conditions apply. 

01277 204447VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR SHOWROOM
6, The Baytree Shopping Centre, 
Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BX www.kütchenhaus.co.uk

Why choose Kütchenhaus 
luxury German kitchens? 
l  Beautiful kitchen showrooms across the UK
l  Direct from the factory prices 
l  Full installation service or supply only 
l  10 months ‘buy now’ and ‘pay later’ option 
l  Kitchens designed and built to order 
l  Free in-showroom design consultation 
l  Kitchens to suit every budget from £10,000 to £30,000
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Painter – Decorator

Domestic – Commercial

Interior – Exterior

Fully Insured | 35 years experience

Richard Ward
Richard@warddecorators.co.uk

Tel: 01277 821 454

Mobile: 07961 943840

Call 01268 962527 / 07708940527
Visit dmdhomeimprovements.com

Your perfect bespoke door
designed, supplied & 
fitted from £850

Set of Ali bi-fold doors
supplied & fitted for 
only £900 per leaf

HOME IMPROVEMENTS LTD

For Windows – Doors – Bi-Folds – Garage Doors 
in a huge range of styles, colours & designs

 ian.dipple@yahoo.com | www.ianscurtainsandblinds.co.uk

Curtains | Tracks & Poles | Roman Blinds | Roller Blinds
Vertical Blinds | Venetian Blinds | Wooden Blinds

Pattern books also available

FREE QUOTE – Call today on  01268 976779 | Mobile: 07743 562384

To advertise call now on 

01277 554045 
or email billericay@visionmag.co.uk

Your 
Monthly 

Lifestyle 
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DON’T JUST TAKE 
OUR WORD FOR IT...

‘    ‘
Neal Brezina

Coversure Insurance Services

01277 295504

Having advertised in the magazine 
for over a year I have had several new 

enquiries that have been very lucrative 
for my business.
I would recommend Vision to any business 

looking for more customers in their local 
area. 
Thank you for all your help.

Yours sincerely,
A We’re Coversure Brentwood, one of Essex’s leading 
independent insurance brokers. We opened in 2013 
and since then have helped hundreds of residents and 
businesses in Brentwood and the surrounding areas. 
Director Neal Brezina has over 25 years of insurance 
experience, so you know you’re in safe hands.

Q  What Can Coversure Brentwood  
Help With?

A With our wide suite of insurance products, it’d be 
easier to list what we can’t help you with! Whether it’s 
insurance protection for your house, your business or even 
your van, we can help you find the cover you need for less. 

Q  Why Should You Use Coversure 
Brentwood?

A We pride ourselves on our exceptional customer 
service. No risk is the same and we’ll take the time to truly 
understand your needs before recommending a product 
that’s tailored to you. We have access to some of the UK’s 
biggest and best insurers, meaning that you get the strong 
customer service of a local broker with the insurance 
policies of a national chain.

THE HOME OF INSURANCE
Q  Who Are Coversure Brentwood?

IF IT MATTERS TO YOU,
IT MATTERS TO US.

What are you looking to insure?

www.coversure.co.uk/brentwood | brentwood@coversure.co.uk

01277 295504Contact Coversure 
Brentwood today

Q  How Can Insurance 
Protect You?

A Depending on what kind 
of cover you’re after, insurance 
can provide a safety net against 
a variety of risks you face on a 
daily business. Insurance can be 
the difference between your 
business running smoothly or 
going under. The difference between your delivery vehicle 
being off the road for months or days.

Q  How Can You Save Money On  
Your Insurance?

A Whether combining multiple risks on to a single policy 
or simply looking at your cover levels, there’s plenty of 
ways you could save money on your insurance. Why not 
get in touch with us and see if we can save you money?

Contact Coversure Brentwood
For all your insurance needs, get in touch with 
Coversure Brentwood. You can call us on 01277 295 
504 or email brentwood@coversure.co.uk. We look 
forward to hearing from you!
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Our Designer Jasmin 
developed a love for 
Interiors whilst living in 
France. Now qualified 
with a growing portfolio, 
her enthusiasm and knowledge is credible in both 
residential and commercial projects. 
Whether your project is large or small, we can provide 

a package that suits you and share tools and knowledge 
to create your perfect space. 
Our priority being to make any project as smooth 

sailing and beautifully finished as possible.

Passionate about creating beautiful spaces, we pride 
ourselves on a vibrant and luxury style. Introducing 

you to a new world of design, we provide the vision to 
unique concepts and encourage you to push outside of 
the boundaries and exceed your design expectations. 

Exceeding Design 
Expectations

After

07899 905061 | jasminkinginteriordesign@gmail.com

To see our services and portfolio  jasminkinginteriors
 @jasminkinginteriordesign  www.jasminkinginteriordesign.com

All things Interiors & Renovations
With Inspired Concepts, Beautiful Spaces

Before

Plans submitted Plans submitted 
for small zoo to be built  

LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

A new zoo could open in Billericay after an 
application was submitted to convert part of an 

old garden centre. 
The application for land at Hilltop Nursery in 

Ramsden Heath is headed by former Colchester Zoo 
employee Ryan Shorter, who wants to create a small 
zoo. 

The plan, which officially lists the development as 
a “zoological visitor attraction”, says around 14,500 
visitors are expected each year. 

It would be built on land not used by the garden 
centre, to the rear of Hilltop Nursery.

The nursery closed to the public a decade ago, but 
the garden centre is expected to open later this year. 

In a statement included as part of the planning 
application, Ryan Shorter said: “The venture was 
originally created in March 2020, when I left my 
full-time position as a member of the tiger team at 

Colchester Zoo.
“The aim was to run my business as a mobile zoo 

for a few months while searching for suitable land to 
develop the site on, as well as growing a collection of 
exotic animals to exhibit.

“However, the COVID-19 pandemic affected these 
plans to operate, but did still allow the expansion of 
the collection.

“This recreational venture already includes owls, 
parrots, meerkats, skunks, rabbits, guinea pigs, 
hedgehogs, snakes, invertebrates, lizards and 
tortoises. These would relocate to the zoological park.

“In addition to the animals already within the 
collection, there would be other species such as small 
mammals and other species of reptile.”

The application can be viewed on Chelmsford City 
Council’s website by searching for reference number 
21/00226/FUL.
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Billericay Food Bank has been given a boost after 
the council donated £6,000 to the service.

Billericay Food Bank, which opened in March 2018 
and is based at St John’s Church, has offered a lifeline 
to a growing number of people in the community 
throughout the pandemic.

Chairman of the neighbourhoods and public spaces 
committee, councillor David Harrison, said: “Food 
banks like this one in Billericay were already stretched 
before the pandemic, but it’s an especially challenging 

and busy time for them currently.
“Billericay Food Bank does such important work for 

residents who rely on its services, so I’m grateful that 
we’ve been able to donate this £6,000 to them. This 
support will benefit many residents at a time when it’s 
most needed.

“Food banks rely on donations, so if you are able 
to, please consider donating to your local food bank 
either directly or via the drop-off points within local 
supermarkets.”

Plans for crazy golf centre and escape rooms Plans for crazy golf centre and escape rooms 
Plans have been put to the council for a new indoor 

crazy golf centre and escape rooms in Billericay.
The proposals would see the former Argos store 

on the High Street, which closed last year, undergo 
renovation. 

The applicant wants to know if the plans are lawful 
before committing to the “significant investment”, 
meaning Basildon Borough Council has been asked 
for its opinion. 

If the plans get the go-ahead, there would be an 
indoor crazy golf centre, café and reception on the 

ground floor, with the escape rooms on the first floor.
The company representing the applicant said: 

“Before committing to what is a very significant 
investment in the town, our client seeks the council 
confirmation that the proposal does not amount to 
development requiring planning permission.

“Should a certificate be granted, and once our client 
takes a lease of the property, a separate application 
will be made for signage and any changes, such as 
a new shop front, that materially alter the external 
appearance of the building.”
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Call us today to arrange your no 
obligation in home quote 

Emma Brooks
01277 424985
emma.brooks@mollymaid.co.uk 
www.mollymaid.co.uk/brentwood

Come home  
to a clean house 

Our professionally trained team of maids  
will make your home sparkle with each visit. 
We know it’s not a one-size fits all service, 
that’s why we work to tailor our cleans to 
your individual needs, schedule and budget.

See what our customers 
have to say at uk.trustpilot.com
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ALL ASPECTS OF WET SPRAYING & POWDER COATING FOR DOMESTIC & INDUSTRIAL MARKETS
ITEMS FOR POWDER COATING UP TO 5m x 2m

Hello to all our customers past and present, we are now back at work 
We hope the support we have been shown in the past will return 

We can get through this together, local companies employing local people

GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT 
GUIDELINES GUIDELINES 
COMPLIANTCOMPLIANT

Are you tired of the look of your kitchen?
Don’t despair instead of paying a fortune for new units and doors  
why not have your existing doors, drawer fronts cornice, light pelmets, 
cooker hoods, shelf displays and plinths re-sprayed in any colour &  
sheen of your choice?  
Removal & installation of most work available.
We can spray any type of door solid wood, vinyl/plastic or MDF old or new. 
All work is fully cleaned and de-greased, repaired if necessary and rubbed 
down prior to painting. We use a highly tough and durable finish 2 pack 
polyurethane paint in any colour and sheen to create that new showroom 
look and feel for fitted bedroom drawers and cabinets, internal room doors 
and all types of household furniture including brown furniture. 
This is a very good economic and environmental way of recycling your 
worn out kitchen, bedroom cabinets & old furniture, we strive to be as 
eco friendly as possible.

01268 812414 • 07434 704673 • 07434 704681
www.wssprayfinishings.co.uk • wssprayfinishings@gmail.com

Unit 4 Totman Close, Brook Road Ind, Est. Rayleigh SS6 7UZ

Busy food bankBusy food bank    
is is handed a funding boost 
Busy food bankBusy food bank    
is is handed a funding boost 
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An inspirational eight-year-old walked a whopping 176 kilometres in just 14 
days to raise funds for Billericay Food Bank. 

Roseanna Hughes has raised almost £1,000 for the service, by walking 
176km, which equates to almost 110 miles, between February 22 and March 7.

Originally, classmates at Quilters School took on the challenge as a competition. 
But Roseanna wanted to raise money for Billericay Food Bank, which has done 
amazing work, particularly throughout the pandemic. 

The motivated schoolgirl completed the challenge around home schooling 
with her parents, David and Wendy. 

Her proud dad, David, said: “She smashed it. We are so proud. She’s been so 
motivated. A big thank you to everyone who has donated.”

Her mum, Wendy, added: “We’re very proud parents. We never doubted that 
she’d make it. Her motivation and determination have been amazing. It’s also 
been great for her confidence.”

To donate visit www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/roseanna100k

Pupils and teachers at Quilters Infants and Junior 
Schools have been keeping active thanks to an 

app founded in Billericay.
Both children and adults have been using the GoJoe 

fitness app, designed to get little ones moving more 
during lockdown by running and walking.

The app – co-founded by Billericay-based Will Turner 
and Phil Steele and backed by high-profile Olympian 
Alistair Brownlee MBE – aims to inspire “ordinary 
joes” to exercise more through friendly team-based 
competition.

Mike Wade, headteacher at Quilters, said: “Everyone 
has got involved, from the reception children to the 
teachers to the cooks. I didn’t realise they were so 
competitive.

“It’s fantastic to see the children wanting to drag 
their parents out for walks, rather than the other way 
round.”

GoJoe’s co-founder Phil Steele was delighted with 
the results and said: “The fact that more than 380 
members of the school have been so engaged with 
this has really put smiles on our faces.”
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Inspirational schoolgirl smashes challengeInspirational schoolgirl smashes challenge

School shows itsSchool shows its 
competitive side to keep fit
School shows itsSchool shows its 
competitive side to keep fit

Inspirational schoolgirl smashes challengeInspirational schoolgirl smashes challenge
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Arrests made as police 
execute double raid

Drugs, a taser and counterfeit clothing 
were all seized by police following two 

raids, including one in Billericay.
Essex Police officers in Castle Point found 

the items on Wednesday, March 3, as they 
carried out two raids simultaneously.

The warrants took place at Oak Road in 
Billericay and Furtherwick Road in Canvey.

The officers found class A drugs, thousands 
of pounds worth of cash, a suspected taser, as well as 
counterfeit and stolen clothing.

All items were seized and a man and woman were 
both arrested on suspicion of a number of offences.

Those offences include being concerned in the 
supply of class A drugs, possession of a firearm, 
possessing goods with a false trademark, handling 
stolen goods and money laundering.

As part of the investigation, police are appealing for 
information, with people urged to call 101 if they can 
help.

Former owner quits football 
for new life abroad
Billericay Town FC’s former owner has quit football 

to start a new life abroad.
Glenn Tamplin, 49, was hugely successful during 

his time as owner, with the club winning the Isthmian 
Premier League title, Essex Senior Cup and Isthmian 
League Cup.

He left the club in September 2019 before taking the 
reins at Romford. On March 4, it was announced that 
he had quit.

The larger-than-life character took control of 
Billericay Town FC in December 2016 and his financial 
backing saw former Premier League stars such as 
Paul Konchesky, Jamie O’Hara and Jermaine Pennant 
head to New Lodge.

Speaking about his departure, Romford FC pointed 

towards the impact of COVID-19.
They said: “This has affected everyone – families, 

businesses and the wider football community.
“After several conversations with Glenn, we have 

decided to go our separate ways.
“Glenn is now working and living abroad and cannot 

devote the time required to push the club forward in 
the manner he wanted to.

“We have parted as friends and wish each other well 
in what comes next.

“The club is grateful for Glenn’s involvement at a time 
when its survival was in question.”

Deliveroo set to arrive in 
Billericay 
Food lovers in Billericay are in for a treat as Deliveroo 

is set to start delivering in the town. The delivery 
service will start in April. 

The company is looking for new riders and drivers 
to deliver food to customers from restaurants and 
grocery retailers across the town.

The company says employees benefit from being 
able to “choose when, where and how to work”, while 
it also offers “a good way to keep fit and earn money 
at the same time”.

Harrison Foster, Deliveroo’s UK regional director, 
said: “We’ve seen a huge demand for Deliveroo in 
Billericay and we’re excited to be launching next 
month. 

“We’re really excited to be creating new work 
opportunities for local people.”

Deliveroo’s arrival in Billericay will also be a major 
boost to local businesses, who will be able to reach 
new customers through delivery. 

To register as a rider or driver for Deliveroo, visit 
riders.deliveroo.co.uk/en/apply
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SPLIT SYSTEM 
INSTALLATION

FROM JUST £999

INSTALLATION

REPAIR

SERVICING

 freephone 0800 689 0462     @jsairsolutions 
 www.jsairsolutions.co.uk

COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC PROPERTIES

CALL US 01268 726484  /  07772 632133 
EMAIL US a.w.plastering@hotmail.com  /  Follow us on  

www.awplasteringltd.co.uk

Plastering  /  Rendering  /  Cornice
Drylining   /  Screeding

Plus all aspects of building and construction

Let us help you on your next project  /  Get in touch for a free quotation

Reliable. Quality. Specialists.

10% OFF WHEN YOU MENTION VISION
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A local campaigner has welcomed a new green 
bench in Shenfield. 

Conservative campaigner Thomas Heard has 
applauded the arrival of the latest green bench, the 
third of its kind, which is positioned by the stairs to the 
Hunter Avenue car park.

The green bench was created following a request 
by councillor Jan Pound. It has an “I Grew Up in 
Brentwood” logo marked on the timber to show that 
the wood was ethically sourced. 

The other two benches – also created using eco-
friendly timber – are located outside Costa Coffee and 
opposite Shenfield station.

Mr Heard said: “Everything that we can do to reduce 
the impact of CO2 on our environment is to be strongly 
welcomed. Brentwood Borough Council is leading the 
way with delivering an ambitious green agenda locally.  

“I would like to thank council leader Chris Hossack 
and his team for driving this initiative forward for the 
benefit of our town.”

LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

Third eco-friendly benchThird eco-friendly bench  
welcomed following initiative 
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Teenager charged after 16-year-old is stabbed
A 15-year-old boy has been charged in connection 

with the stabbing of a 16-year-old boy in Hutton.
On Sunday, March 21, Essex Police were called at 

around 4.30pm to reports that a teenage boy had 
suffered stab injuries in Roundwood Avenue, Hutton.

The victim is believed to have been injured after a 
fight broke out between a number of boys in Mount 
Avenue, Hutton near to the junction with Hutton Gate.

The victim sustained a serious injury to his upper arm 

during the incident. 
The boy was then taken to hospital and his condition 

is no longer being treated as life-threatening.
Essex Police have charged the 15-year-old boy from 

Wickford with GBH with intent, assault by beating and 
possession of a knife.

At the time of going to print, the boy was due to 
appear in court for a plea and case management 
hearing.

132 Kiln Road, Benfleet, Essex, SS7 1TE

Tel / Fax: 01702 426067
www.fireplaceanddesign.co.uk
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Local business scores new 
deal with Hammers

A Shenfield law firm has shown its support for 
women’s football after it extended its partnership 

with West Ham United.
Rainer Hughes, based in Hutton Road, agreed to 

continue its sponsorship of the Hammers’ women’s 
team, having first sponsored them in 2018.

The company has been hugely supportive of the 
women’s team, donating their dedicated matchday in 
June 2020 to raise awareness of domestic abuse and 
support the charities Hestia and Refuge.

Sanjay Panesar (left), from Rainer Hughes, said: “We 
are hugely proud to be sponsors of West Ham United 
Women.

“Jack Sullivan [managing director of the women’s 
team] (right), the staff and players have welcomed us 
as part of the team, and it has been a privilege to offer 
our support to the Hammers over the last four years.

“As a West Ham fan since the age of seven, it 
has been a dream come true to work with my club, 
providing support and raising awareness for important 
causes, and we look forward to continuing to do so 
in the future.”

Lifeline for local shops as 
virtual high street opens 
Independent shops and businesses in Shenfield have 

been handed a lifeline with the launch of a new virtual 
high street scheme. 

Brentwood Borough Council (BBC) launched the 
Click It Local scheme on March 9, allowing customers 
to shop online with local independent businesses. 

The online service is available to residents anywhere 
in the borough, including Shenfield. A large number of 
retailers have signed up to the scheme, and same-day 
delivery is available.

BBC leader, councillor Chris Hossack, said: “We 
have some really strong and unique businesses in the 
borough and residents are incredibly loyal to our local 
brands. 

“As a council we promised to be innovative 
and deliver real ways for our retailers to build 
their companies back up, and better still, 
expand and gain new customers.”

Customers can buy from as many shops 
as they like, with one payment and one 
delivery. 

Kaye Thurgood, owner of Sincerely Yours 
in Shenfield, said: “We are proud to be part 
of the launch of Click It Local in Brentwood, 
Shenfield and Ingatestone. This platform will 
be a lifeline for independent shops like mine 
who are still in lockdown.”

To shop go to www.clickitlocal.co.uk/
brentwood

Zero-carbon housing 
scheme launched 
An innovative housing scheme will see 

new zero-carbon homes built in Hutton. 
Brentwood Borough Council (BBC) plans 

to build 61 zero-carbon homes in Brookfield 
Close as part of an ambitious programme to 
develop 185 new homes across the local area.

The designs for the homes will focus on improving 
air quality to help support residents’ health, particularly 
those with asthma.

BBC’s environment, enforcement and housing 
committee chairman, councillor Maria Pearson, said: 
“This is a cutting-edge scheme that will lead by 
example for the type of housing that Brentwood needs 
and expects. 

“It is the first time in the last 50 years that new council 
homes are being built on this scale and at this pace. 
It is incredible to see the images of what these homes 
will look like, and fascinating to see the environmental 
and economic efficiency that is possible today with 
such schemes.”

During the last six months, the site has been 
assessed, a master plan prepared, and residents 
consulted. 

A webinar on the proposals can be seen at www.
brentwood.gov.uk/index.php?cid=2987
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www.daylightinstallations.co.uk 

Windows, Doors & Conservatories

Design & Installation  Affordable Quality Products   
Market Leading Technologies

All Work Guaranteed

For information please contact

01702 813 458

When it comes to Home Improvements
Why would you go anywhere else?

Certified Installer

DAVID LEPINE
PAINTER – DECORATOR
REPAIRS AND MORE

Office: 01277 549277   n   Mobile: 07960 741973
Website: www.davidlepinedecorating.co.uk 

Email: d-lep@msn.com

I’ve been a part of the Tony Baxter Team for 
the last 15 years. As Tony has now retired 
I will be carrying on with my own smaller team 
producing high quality work, fully insured, 
delivering a clean reliable service with better 
competitive prices.

Kind regards, 
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BRIXTON RIOTS
APRIL 10 MARKS FOUR DECADES SINCE THE START OF THE BRIXTON RIOTS

The Brixton riots were a terrifying, culturally 
defining 48 hours in which the black population 
of south London rose up to confront what 

they determined to be an unfair and illegal era of 
police brutality and wider social exclusion.

In a foretaste of some of the issues raised by the 
recent Black Lives Matter movement – albeit in 
referencing situations Stateside rather than events 
and actions in our own country – the 1981 Brixton 
riots, or ‘Brixton uprising’, were seen as a major 
turning point in the UK.

The background was a country in recession, and 
growing unease between police in areas such as 
Brixton and Lambeth. All it took was a spark of racial 
tension to ignite matters, and that duly arrived on 
April 10 when a black youth named Michael Bailey 
ran towards a policeman, bleeding from a four-inch 
stab wound. In attempting to get the injured man 
help, a crowd descended and supposed the police 
to be arresting him.

By the following day, rumours had spread that 

Bailey had been unlawfully killed by police, 
kicking off a spate of riots, looting and arson 
attacks on shops, cars and property.

Inadequately protected police struggled 
to stem trouble, with 299 being injured in scuffles.  
A further 65 members of the public were injured.

Tensions were finally brought under control in the 
early hours of April 12, by which time more than 
2,500 officers from the home counties had been 
deployed.

So-called ‘copycat’ riots broke out in a number 
of UK towns and cities, and in the aftermath, the 
Scarman Report concluded that “complex political, 
social and economic factors [created a] disposition 
towards violent protest”, while also blaming 
overzealous ‘stop and search’ tactics.

Four decades on there is undoubtedly greater 
unity in the UK, though recent events have brought 
racial tensions to the fore again, with Brixton forever 
serving as a reminder of the potential fallout from an 
unfair society. 
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USEFUL APPS AND ADD-ONS THAT WILL TAKE YOUR DEVICE TO NEW HEIGHTS
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GBoard: This keyboard, made 
by Google, integrates seamlessly 
into your phone or tablet, across 
text messages, WhatsApp and 
email functions. The app runs 

in the background and you’ll notice 
little difference, except perhaps for a choice of 
keyboard colours, gradients and backgrounds. 
But coolest of all, you can ‘swipe’ words to 
type – in other words, no need to lift your finger 
as you enter each letter… simply let it glide to 
each new letter and the app works out the word 
you’re writing. Useful and infinitely satisfying.

AppDetox: We’ve all got a fair 
quantity of apps on our devices 
that we would group as ‘a bit 
of fun’, while knowing that their 
very presence is making us 
less efficient, less engaged and 
most definitely less sociable.
As the saying goes, admitting 

you have a problem is the first 
stage towards solving it; the 
second stage being to download 
AppDetox, which enables you to 
block your own access to functions 
and downloads on your phone, 
thus keeping temptation at arm’s 
length… or is that finger’s length?

Pen to Print: Why do we still carry around 
scraps of paper when the idea was that 
our phones could do the job of storing 
shopping lists, addresses, reminders 
and more? Perhaps it’s because the 
yearn to scribble remains strong in all of 
us – and with Pen to Print, you can still 
do that, with a screen that will convert 
your rugged scrawl into digital text. 
That means you can even send notes to 
someone without them ever getting wind 
of your lazy handwriting style!

CamScanner: We’ve 
all tried signing and 
scanning documents 
using our phone or 
tablet cameras. 
CamScanner solves 

the problem, with 
editable uploaded 
or photographed 
documents that can 
be signed and scanned 
through the app. Removing 
the need for printouts or shadows 
on documents, the resulting PDF 
or JPEG can then be sent direct 
to your contact, as well as being 
stored in your phone.

CUSTOM AIR 

SOLUTIONS l All year Cooling and Heating modes l Economical to run
 l Installed by fully qualified experienced engineers

l Installed anywhere in your home or workspace l Living Areas l Bedrooms 
l Loft Extensions l Conservatories l Outhouses l No job is too big or too small.

Prices start from £1000.00 depending on the room size and manufacturer of kit that you decide when options are given

We install Daikin, Mitsubishi Electric and Panasonic. 

GET IN CONTACT FOR A FREE QUOTATION AND INFO 

The Perfect Temperature for the Perfect Life

Please check out customairsolutionsltd on Instagram for more pictures.
Please private message us on social media or call  
Ryan on 07576 052025 or Duncan on 07850 353395  
for a free quotation

SOLUTIONS

l Interior Decorating l Exterior Decorating
l Wallpaper Hanging l Plastering / Over artex
l Dustless Sanding l Fully Insured

Call us when your home needs 
that new coat of paint

For high quality work call 
07824 664591 
www.TJMdecorating.co.uk 
TJMdecorating1@gmail.com

 @tjmpainting

Painting & 
Decorating

PAINTING & DECORATING

HOME MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIRS CALL  US 

TODAY 
FOR YOUR

FREE QUOTE

Former employees of Tony Baxter for over 13 years
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  BIG f sh, smal  pond

If you have just added a pond to your garden, you may be thinking about what types of 
fish you want to buy. However, before you dash to your nearest pond supplier and simply 
pick the prettiest specimens on offer, you need to find out what fish are suitable for the 

pond you have picked.

How big is your pond?
Most fish need at least 50cm in depth to thrive, although some varieties such as koi and large 

carp need at least double that amount. As a general rule, for a new water feature, the 
total length of the fish you add should not be more than around 25cm for every square 
metre of surface area. 

What types of fsh can your pond accommodate?
GOLDFISH: One of the most popular choices for garden ponds. If you want your chosen 
goldfish to go the distance, you are best off picking either comets or Shubunkins, both 
of which are attractive and hardy fish. 

KOI AND CARP: Although beautiful fish, both koi and carp can grow to more than 75cm in 
length and are therefore only suited to larger, well-filtered ponds. You can find forms of koi that 
cost thousands of pounds, so if you choose a more expensive variety you also need to consider 

the security of your pond. 

ORFE & RUDD: Orfe love the surface of the water, which makes them a 
favoured choice for many pond owners who love to spot their 

fish. That being said, this means they need to be protected from 
cats and any passing herons. Orfe prefer to swim in shoals so you need to 
purchase at least six, and as they grow to 30cm or more, you need a large pond 

to successfully host them. Rudd are similar in their routine to orfe but only grow to 
half the size, making them ideal for smaller ponds. 

Leather Repairs and Colour Restoration
Leather Cleaning and Conditioning

Cushion Padding Refurbished or Replaced  
Open Seams Re-Sewn | Pet Damage | Repairs 

Springs | Frames | Recliners

Mobile 
Upholstery

REPAIRS AND LEATHER CLEANING

FABRIC AND LEATHER FURNITURE 
REPAIRS CARRIED OUT IN YOUR HOME

Tel: 07889 368706
www.mobileupholstery.co.uk 

enquiries@mobileupholstery.co.uk

Providing trustworthy and reliable 
support to the elderly and vulnerable

A Personal A Personal 
Home Help ServiceHome Help Service

01268 928878
www.anylittlething.co.uk

Including, but not limited to
Companionship   Household Chores 

Pet Services   Meal Preparation 

Basic Gardening   Ironing

Professional quality Professional quality 
cleaning with a cleaning with a 
personal touchpersonal touch
✿ Weekly Cleaning 
✿	General Cleaning 
✿	Deep Cleaning 
✿	 Ironing
✿	Reliable & Trustworthy 
✿	 12 Years Experience

Call Vilija for more information on 07552 154 513
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In a professional career on stage and in front of the camera, 
it’s notable that Dame Judi Dench has, more often than not, 
played characters who are assertive, strong and definite. From 

Q in the James Bond films to Ophelia, Juliet or Lady Macbeth on 
stage; from Evelyn in the Marigold Hotel movies, right through 
to 13 years playing Jean, the comedic mainstay of classic BBC 
comedy As Time Goes By, there has always been a strength 
present.

And so it follows, then, that the 86-year-old embodies very 
much those same qualities in real life. How else do you explain 
the fact that, despite lockdown, the York-born doyenne remains 
ensconced in one of the busiest periods of her acting career?

“I think the intention was that when I stepped away from Bond 
I’d be calming things down a bit,” she begins. “What actually 
ended up happening was I found more roles coming my way, 
as would, I guess, any actor breaking free of a big character.”

And therein lies the problem. The determined and decorated 
cornerstone of British drama simply can’t say no. During 2020, 
while the world’s acting fraternity were sitting back doing very 
little as the entire industry fell into a state of dormancy, Dench 
was still busy promoting four projects – films Artemis Fowl, Blithe 
Spirit and Six Minutes to Midnight, as well as an appearance 
on Staged, the widely acclaimed lockdown-themed TV series 
starring David Tennant and Michael Sheen. 

She was also filming parts of what 2021 presents as two major 
feature films. First up is Off the Rails, a drama about a group of 
friends recreating an interrail journey across Europe, in which she 
appears alongside Kelly Preston, Ben Miller and Sally Phillips. 
Then, in Belfast, Jamie Dornan co-stars in a drama about a 
working-class family in Northern Ireland in the late 1960s.

Indeed, since bidding goodbye to 007 in that dramatic, 
windswept Highlands setting in Skyfall in 2012, Dench has 
appeared in 24 big- and small-screen projects. 

“I think, for me, it’s about picking and choosing things that 
make me content and happy,” she says. “If I’m being asked to 
fly halfway around the world for a few minutes on camera, or 
the brief means being away from home for weeks on end in 
some inhospitable backwater, I’ll say no. The truth, though, is 
I’m as enchanted as much by acting now as I was when I first 
performed Hamlet, or first stepped in front of a television camera 
at the end of the 1950s.

“I won’t deny the slower parts of lockdown were frustrating, 
but if you want to keep busy and you want to find yourself things 
to do, then those things are out there, no matter where you are 
in the world or in your life,” says Dench, who has now been two 
decades without husband Michael Williams, who died of lung 
cancer aged 65.

“I know Michael will be looking down, proud of the fact I’m still 
a workaholic,” she smiles. “The truth is it’s the only way I know 
to live.”

Why Dame Judi Dench is perhaps the most unique 
acting talent of them all
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PUZZLES & Trivia
ACROSS
1. Dishonestly (11)
9. Ape (abbrev.) (5)
10. Fish eggs (3)
11. Hackneyed (5)
12. Giraffes have long ones (5)
13. Mad rush (8)
16. Eye condition (8)
18. Spring flower (5)
21. Boredom (5)
22. Female chicken (3)
23. Island in the Mediterranean 
Sea (5) 
24. Study of lawbreaking (11)

Down
2. Morally right (7)
3. Extract (7)
4. Wound together (6)
5. Unfasten a garment (5)
6. Expressing emotions (of 
poetry) (5) 
7. Calamity or great loss (11)
8. Celebrity (11)   15. Linking (7)  19. Of the moon (5)
14. Panacea (4-3)   17. Cosmetic cream (6) 20. Device that splits light (5)

did you know?
u Saudi Arabia is one of the only countries in 
the world that doesn’t have any permanent 
rivers 

u In the Falkland Islands, sheep outnumber 
people

u Napoleon ordered the construction of the 
Arc de Triomphe in Paris

u It’s thought that in the future, the Maldives 
may become completely covered by water

u In Norway, around 98 per cent of the 
electricity production comes from renewable 
energy sources

u The Great Wall of China is 21,196km long

u Reykjavík is the most northern capital city

u Indonesia is the world’s largest island 
nation, but no one knows exactly how many 
islands it contains

sudoku

7 3 1
4 3 2

5 4 8
5 6

3 7 6
7 6

7 5 8
6 2 9

1 8 4

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8

9 10

11

12

13

14 15

16 17

18 19 20

21

22 23

24

Across
1 - Dishonestly (11)

9 - Ape (abbrev.) (5)

10 - Fish eggs (3)

11 - Hackneyed (5)

12 - Giraffes have long ones (5)

13 - Mad rush (8)

16 - Eye condition (8)

18 - Spring flower (5)

21 - Boredom (5)

22 - Female chicken (3)

23 - Island in the Mediterranean Sea (5)

24 - Study of lawbreaking (11)

Down
2 - Morally right (7)

3 - Extract (7)

4 - Wound together (6)

5 - Unfasten a garment (5)

6 - Expressing emotions (of poetry) (5)

7 - Calamity or great loss (11)

8 - Celebrity (11)

14 - Panacea (4-3)

15 - Linking (7)

17 - Cosmetic cream (6)

19 - Of the moon (5)

20 - Device that splits light (5)
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www.dhcomputing.co.uk
help@dhcomputing.co.uk

Don’t struggle with IT, call the experts!

COMPUTER 
SERVICES

l  Friendly support direct to your door
l  For all your computer needs
l  Low rates (no VAT), no call out charge
l  Homes and small businesses covered

01277 523127

SPECIALIST IN PRE-CAST BUILDINGS

CONTACT US ON 020 8590 3701
www.rpageconcretebuildings.com 

 rpageconcretebuildings
951-953 High Road, Chadwell Heath, Romford, Essex RM6 4HB

SINGLE GARAGES  n  DOUBLE GARAGES  n  CONSERVATORIES 
GARDEN ROOMS  n  SHEDS/WORKSHOPS  & MORE

n  FAMILY RUN BUSINESS  n  50 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
n  5 YEARS GUARANTEE  n  DESIGNS TAILORED FOR YOU
n   HIGH QUALITY, LOW MAINTENANCE CONSTRUCTION
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In the third of a four-part series that shows how 
even the most urban garden can be a haven for 
the wonders of wildlife and the nurturing of nature, 

we consider how birds and bees are so pivotal to 
everything outside our windows.

While they appear to be fluttering and buzzing 
about our gardens in blissful relaxation, the roles of 
our birds and bees is actually a vital one.

Let’s take the humble bee, for instance. Forget a 
spoonful of tasty honey, the value of these buzzing 
beauties goes much deeper, with pollination the 
name of the game. In the first instance, bees as 
pollinators are responsible for more than one-
third of the world’s food. Add in the fact that more 
than 90 per cent of plants rely on bees’ cross-
pollination skills, and you can 
see why the move to halt 
the recent decline in 
global numbers has 
been taken so 
seriously.

Bees also 

provide habitats for a huge quantity of insects and 
animals. Their complex, interconnected ecosystems 
allow a vast number of diverse species to co-exist. 
Put another way, a garden without bees would be 
bare, as would your plate.

A smaller role for bees is as a food source for birds, 
but go easy on our feathered airborne acrobats – 
while they have their own pollination qualities and act 
as pest controllers, they themselves, most crucially, 
act as a source of food for animals.

There’s also something truly cerebral about 
birds, who predate our own time on the planet by 
some 150 million years. Sure, they’re not cuddly 
or kinaesthetic, but through birdsong, breathless 
beauty, their solid commitment to building 
homes and raising families, 
and with a level of ingenuity 
and intelligence that 
many mammals can’t 
even get close to, 
birds are a truly cerebral 
addition to nature’s nest.

GARDEN OF LIFE

and the beesand the bees
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Our wonderful customers like our service so 
much, that over 40% of new customers joined 
us through their recommendation which, if you 
think about it, is a recommendation in itself.

So, if you’ve been thinking about enjoying a 
great lawn this year – green, lush and 
weed-free, why not contact us today and let 
us bring your lawn to life.

We provide four seasonal treatments, as well 
as beneficial treatments to keep your lawn in 
tip-top condition - prices start from just £15*.

Ask us about our annual plans, which allow 
you to both spread the cost and save up to 
25%.

Simply call: 01277 352 236 or
visit: greenthumb.co.uk

*Based on a lawn size up to 40m² **New Customers Only

£15
PER TREATMENT

PRICES FROM
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• New Roofs
• Re-roofing
• All Roof Repairs
• Flat Roofing
• Slating and Tiling
• Upvc Fascias & Gutters
• Chimney Repairs 

ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING & BUILDING

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Covering Bristol & Surrounding Areas

info@riteflowroofing.co.uk

Admiral ’s Yard, Station Road,
Patchway, Bristol BS34 6LR

RITE FLOW
All Roofing & Building Services Ltd

RITE FLOW
All Roofing & Building Services Ltd

• New Roofs
• Re-roofing
• All Roof Repairs
• Flat Roofing
• Slating and Tiling
• Upvc Fascias & Gutters
• Chimney Repairs

ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING & BUILDING

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

info@riteflowroofing.co.uk

RITE FLOW
All Roofing & Building Services Ltd

Tel: 01277 887 655

Rite Flow Roofing And Building Ltd 
Kings House, 101-135 Kings Rd, Brentwood, CM14 4DR

• New Roofs
• Re-roofing
• All Roof Repairs
• Flat Roofing
• Slating and Tiling
• Upvc Fascias & Gutters
• Chimney Repairs 

ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING & BUILDING

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Covering Bristol & Surrounding Areas

info@riteflowroofing.co.uk

Admiral ’s Yard, Station Road,
Patchway, Bristol BS34 6LR

RITE FLOW
All Roofing & Building Services Ltd

RITE FLOW
All Roofing & Building Services Ltd

• New Roofs
• Re-roofing
• All Roof Repairs
• Flat Roofing
• Slating and Tiling
• Upvc Fascias & Gutters
• Chimney Repairs 

ALL ASPECTS OF ROOFING & BUILDING

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Covering Bristol & Surrounding Areas

info@riteflowroofing.co.uk

Admiral ’s Yard, Station Road,
Patchway, Bristol BS34 6LR

RITE FLOW
All Roofing & Building Services Ltd

RITE FLOW
All Roofing & Building Services Ltd

Yard 1, Southend Arterial Road, 
West Horndon, Brentwood, Essex, CM13 3TB

Telephone: 01277 412 358
Mobile: 07548 192 380
Email: bulldog-mini-skips@hotmail.com

2 Yard Skip: £90

3 Yard Skip: £120

4 Yard Skip: £150

5 Yard Skip: £200

WAIT & LOAD SERVICES

DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL

SAME DAY SERVICE

LONG OR SHORT TERM

FULLY LICENSED WASTE CARRIER

AFFORDABLE PRICES

YOUR LOCAL RELIABLE 
MINI SKIPS COMPANY

For 8 yard skips please call 
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All of your Landscaping & Tree Care Needs

• Tree Surgery & Removal
• Pollarding & Pruning
• Hedge Trimming
• Shrub Pruning
• Garden Clearance
• Site Left Tidy

• Driveways & Patios
• Paths & Brickwork 
• Gravel Gardens
• Fencing & Turfing
• Drive & Patio Cleaning
• Tarmacadam/Tar & Chip 

Tel: 01621 892 659 or Mob: 07495 766 372

APRIL BIRTH FLOWER OF THE MONTH:

If you were born this month, your flower is the delightful daisy, 
a bloom that often doesn’t get the appreciation it deserves. 
Incredibly versatile and easy to grow, daisies can make a cheerful 

addition to any garden, however big or small. 

What does the daisy represent?
A quintessential symbol of both purity and chastity, the daisy can also 
be used to convey secrecy. In fact, daisies were once called “day’s 
eyes”, as they close their petals at night and only reveal their bright yellow 
centre in the day. This flower can also be used to symbolise true love. 

What does this birth flower say about your personality? 
If your birth flower is the daisy, you are said to be a happy-go-lucky kind 
of person who tends to brighten up everyone’s day just by being you. You 
are also adventurous, cheerful and optimistic, all of which means you are 
often the person whom others choose to confide in. 

Why grow daisies in your garden?
Sadly, in the UK, we have lost nearly all of our traditional meadow land, 
meaning that meadow wildlife is under strain. By planting natural and 
local meadow plants such as daisies in your garden, you will be giving 
a much-needed helping hand to meadow insects and other wildlife. 

How can I ensure my daisies thrive?
Daisies are the perfect choice for those who are looking for garden 
plants that do not require much care and attention. English daisies 
thrive in well-drained and evenly moist soil so be sure to water them 
during droughts. For the best display of daisies, plant them in full sun. 

Best types of daisies for a vibrant show:
English daisy | African daisy | Gloriosa daisy | Blue Marguerite daisy | 
Shasta daisy | Cape daisy

Daisy
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They are colourful, attractive and plentiful – they bring visual 
decoration to what might otherwise be swathes of uniform 
greenery, and their presence can lift even the dullest of overcast 

days. And yet, as far as berries are concerned, keeping them away from 
curious kids (not to mention inquisitive animals) could be a smart move.

Holly berries
They are some of the most beautiful and easily recognised berries in our 
UK woodlands, yet the bright red, shiny, leathery holly berries that add 
such colour and interest are highly toxic and will most likely bring on 
vomiting or a trip to the bathroom.

Jerusalem cherries
The berries of this plant resemble cherry tomatoes, but they come 
with none of the niceness, and will bring about vomiting and stomach 
problems even in small quantities. And if evidence were ever needed as 
to how something so small can be so destructive, even horses can have 
serious ill effects from consuming Jerusalem cherries.

Black bryony
This plant decorates heart-shaped leaves with clusters of berries that 
can be anything from bright yellow to dark red; yet all that beauty is a foil 
for a terrifying range of effects – from skin irritation to swelling, welts to 
rashes, this is another one you’ll definitely want to avoid.

Deadly nightshade
An old favourite, these sculpted flowers look like something you’d find in 
the cupboard under the stairs at your nan’s house; yet there’s no warm 
hug on offer if you ingest these. The consequences can be anything from 
blurred vision, loss of balance and headache, through to convulsions, 
confusion and urinary retention… all of which are best avoided.

Mistletoe
And finally, while mistletoe is a plant associated with affection, it’s 
actually a romance turned rather sour, as the entire plant is poisonous. 
Ingesting it may lead to blurred vision, stomach cramps and diarrhoea. 
Love can wait.
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THE BERRIES AND BUDS IN YOUR
GARDEN YOU NEED TO KEEP YOUR KIDS AWAY FROM

NOT

GOOD

01277 656336 l www.ftgardens.co.uk 
team@ftgardens.co.uk    

FREE 
NO-OBLIGATION QUOTES

Garden Maintenance l Lawn Care l Landscaping l Garden Makeover 
Hedge Cutting l Plant Schemes l Specialist Pruning

DON’T LET A TIME-CONSUMING 
GARDEN RUIN YOUR WEEKEND

DREAMING OF THE PERFECT 
GARDEN ROOM?
We can make it a reality.

To find out more contact Capital Electrical Ltd
Call  01277 554 192 or visit www.cap-elec.co.uk

 info@cap-elec.co.uk  capitalelectricalservicesltd  
 capitalelectrical

ADAPT TO CHANGING 
LIFESTYLES WITH THE 
PERFECT GARDEN ROOM
• Multifunctional workspace
• Extra family space
• Use or let
• Prices to fit all budgets
•  Custom built by professional, 

friendly, reliable tradesmen
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THE ONLY WASTE IS ESSEX 
SKIP HIRE

2 Yard Skips • 4 Yard Skips • 6 Yard Skips

LICENSED WASTE CARRIER
MIDI & MINI SKIPS

Family run • Friendly Efficient Service
Covering South Essex

SAME DAY DELIVERY
07902 567890

07850 332406 
01245 281999  

DRIVEWAYS  ❀  PATIOS ❀❀  FENCING 
DECKING ❀ PERGOLAS ❀ TURFING

ARTIFICIAL LAWNS  ❀  OUTDOOR ROOMS

L A N D S C A P E S

TRANSFORMING TRANSFORMING 
OUTDOOR AREAS OUTDOOR AREAS 

ACROSS ESSEXACROSS ESSEX

info@tomcolandscapes.co.uk
  www.tomcolandscapes.co.uk  

WE COVER IT ALLWE COVER IT ALL

Seeking Sanctuary…
SANCTUARY FOUND…

Call Jon on 07508 339 804 or
email info@sanctuaryfound.co.uk

See our work on
www.sanctuaryfound.co.uk

Family run business which specialises in working 
with its customers to create beautiful bespoke 

Offices, Mancaves and Garden-rooms…
We endeavour to beat any competition on a  

like for like specification…
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Treasure trails and historic hill forts, secret coves and stunning lochs: 
all these and more are waiting to be discovered in the UK’s 15 National 
Parks. Let’s take a closer look at some of what England has to offer. 

DARTMOOR NATIONAL PARK
Located in the south of Devon, Dartmoor National Park is known for its wild 
open moorlands and rich local history. For hikers, check out the Meldon 
Reservoir and then treat yourself to afternoon tea in Ashburton. 

NEW FOREST NATIONAL PARK
Made a National Park in 2005, New Forest National Park offers a huge diversity 
of rare plants and animals. Marvel at the grazing ponies, cattle and pigs that roam 
freely around the park and enjoy a real sense of freedom whether you choose to 
explore on foot, on horseback or by bike. 

SOUTH DOWNS NATIONAL PARK 
Less than two hours from London, South Downs National Park is a destination 
rich in culture and countryside, as well as some gorgeous country pubs. Don’t 
miss the chance to dine at The Earl of March, owned by Giles Thompson, 
former executive chef at The Ritz London. 

YORKSHIRE DALES NATIONAL PARK 
Perfect for those looking for natural beauty at its finest, the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park has much to offer, including Aysgarth Falls, the Yorkshire Three 
Peaks Challenge and the Force Gill Aqueduct.

NORTHUMBERLAND NATIONAL PARK
The most northern National Park in England, it is also the least populated and 
least visited. However, don’t let this put you off as this park boasts Hadrian’s 
Wall, Kielder Water and Forest Park and the Sycamore Gap Tree. 

NATIONAL PARKS IN OTHER AREAS OF THE UK
There are two National Parks in Scotland: Cairngorms and Loch Lomond & The 
Trossachs. In Wales, there are three: the Brecon Beacons, Pembrokeshire Coast 
and Snowdonia. 
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We look at the creative directors who have transformed some 
of the world’s most famous fashion houses. In this issue, it’s 
Hedi Slimane.
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HEDI SLIMANE
ALL CHANGE:ALL CHANGE:

Looking at Hedi Slimane, we see someone who appears to 
represent the very essence of French style. A creative director of 
exemplary reputation and influence, he has revived the fortunes 

of ailing fashion houses at problematic times in their history, allowing 
them to emerge on the other side with a renewed take on flair, 
panache and relevance.

And yet the 52-year-old has genetics that originate some 
distance from his native Paris. Born to a Tunisian father and an 
Italian mother, Slimane’s cultural influences are well mixed. Sure 
enough, he discovered photography at the age of 11, and by the 
age of 16 was designing and making clothes.

Perhaps it is the exuberance of Italy and fabric-adorning 
reputation of north Africa that combined in inspiring Slimane to 
creative brilliance. If it was, then Yves Saint Laurent was the 
grateful beneficiary. After serving his apprenticeship at Louis 
Vuitton, Slimane moved to YSL in 1996, and by the year 2000 

was on the move again, installed as creative director at Dior 
Homme (the menswear line of Christian Dior).

He switched back to YSL for two years from 
2016, and is now creative, artistic and image 

director at Celine, a move that coincided 
with him topping Vanity Fair’s list of the 50 most 

influential French people in the world.
Slimane’s edge has always been in combining 

art, photography, fashion and music. For 
someone who has operated at the very top table 
of some of the world’s leading fashion houses, 
he still manages to work in influences of punk, 
pop, tabloid chat and broadsheet formality.

His collections are never afraid to move brands 
forward into brave new 
quarters, and that has only ever 
reinforced his reputation as a 
game changer in the fast world 
of fashion.
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WWW.EASYWASTEMANAGEMENT.CO.UK
ENQUIRIES@EASYWASTEMANAGEMENT.CO.UK 

EASY WASTE
MANAGEMENT

WASTE IS DISPOSED 
OR RECYCLED

HOW WE WORK

GET A QUOTE BOOK YOUR 
APPOINTMENT

TEAM ARRIVES
REMOVES ALL WASTE

BEFORE AFTER

WAIT & LOAD ■ BUILDERS WASTE ■ RUBBISH CLEARANCE ■ GARDEN CLEARANCE 
OFFICE CLEARANCE ■ HOUSE CLEARANCE ■ HARDCORE REMOVAL ■ AND MORE…

CALL FOR A 
FREE QUOTE

CONTACT US ON 
0203 284 0990 ■ 07487 728836

WWW.ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK £5 MILLION PUBLIC LIABILITY

ALL TREE WORKS
UNDERTAKEN

07500 870309   01277 284638  INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK 

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

07500 870399 / 01277 284638

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with

no hidden extras!ESSEX TOP RATED 
TREE SURGERY COMPANY 

2017/2018 ON 

PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,

FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,

SITE CLEARANCE,
HEDGE MAINTENANCE,

FIREWOOD SALES

Trim 148 x 210 mm

WWW.ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK £5 MILLION PUBLIC LIABILITY

ALL TREE WORKS
UNDERTAKEN

07500 870309   01277 284638  INFO@ESSEXTREECARELTD.CO.UK 

FAMILY RUN BUSINESS
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE

07500 870399 / 01277 284638

Call today for your no
obligation, quote with

no hidden extras!ESSEX TOP RATED 
TREE SURGERY COMPANY 

2017/2018 ON 

PRUNING, THINNING,
REDUCTIONS,

FELLING AND REMOVAL,
DEAD WOOD REMOVAL,

SITE CLEARANCE,
HEDGE MAINTENANCE,

FIREWOOD SALES

Trim 148 x 210 mm

ALL TREE WORK 
UNDERTAKEN

CALL TODAY 
FOR YOUR 

NO OBLIGATION 
QUOTE WITH NO 
HIDDEN EXTRAS

m FAMILY RUN BUSINESS 
mOVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE
mPRUNING mTHINNING mREDUCTIONS 
m FELLING AND REMOVAL mDEAD WOOD REMOVAL 
mSITE CLEARANCE mHEDGE MAINTENANCE
m FIREWOOD SALES FULLY INSURED

ESSEX TOP RATED TREE SURGERY COMPANY 2017/2018 ON

07500 870 309
www.essextreecareltd.co.uk
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V o you choose a conditioner based on your 
individual hair type? If not, you could be doing 
your hair more harm than good. Discover the 

right conditioner to transform your locks from limp to 
luscious. 

 
If your hair is naturally oily, you may find 

that conditioners make your mane 
look and feel even worse. That being 
said, rather than skip conditioner 
altogether, look for a treatment that 

actively helps to reduce oil. 
Choose conditioners that are:

Light • Volumising • Balancing 
Avoid products that claim to be:

Hydrating • Smoothing • Moisturising 

 
When hair is dry, damaged or brittle, you need a 
conditioner that will help prevent future breakages 
and protect against heat damage.
Choose conditioners that:
Moisturise • Hydrate • Offer frizz control • Promote 
repair 

Avoid products that claim to be: 
Fortifying • Volumising • Strengthening 

If your hair is severely damaged, you may also want to 
use a coconut oil treatment or deep-conditioning cream 

once a week for intense damage repair.

 
Straight hair that does not suffer with frizz, but can appear 
flat, suits conditioners that add some much-needed texture. 
Choose conditioners that are:
Volumising • Lightweight 
Avoid products that claim to be:
Heavy • Moisturising • Smoothing 

 
Coloured hair has very specific needs, especially if you 

want to retain your colour for as long as possible. In terms of a 
conditioner, you need one that will seal hair cuticles.
Choose conditioners that are:
Colour-safe • Colour-depositing • Hydrating 
Avoid: 

Any conditioner that is not for coloured hair 

 
Afro hair tends to be described as kinky owing to the intensity of its curl. 

However, with the right conditioner, it can look both healthy and shiny. 
Choose conditioners that are:

Deeply hydrating • Oil-based • Protein-based 
Avoid products that claim to be:

Volumising • Lightweight 
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We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers

Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES

New appliances in stock for 
same day delivery & installation
Prices listed on our website

Call 01279 310793
Or Book Online

www.spindoctoruk.co.uk

get a quote,
visit & advice

high pressure jet 
cleaning

sanding & 
sealing 

weed free,
 low maintenance

block paving 

SOLUTION TO YOUR WEEDS

07817 726 966
01268 372 835

Exceptional driveway cleaning & sealing service

Sealing Solutions is a well-established driveway and patio cleaning and sealing business. From deep cleaning 
to high-pressure jetting, you can count on us for complete maintenance of your outdoors surfaces.
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Exceptional driveway cleaning & sealing service

Sealing Solutions is a well-established driveway and patio cleaning and sealing business. From deep cleaning 
to high-pressure jetting, you can count on us for complete maintenance of your outdoors surfaces.

info@sealing-solutions.co.uk
www.sealing-solutions.co.uk�

If you are looking for a professional cleaning and sealing 
for you driveway or patio, call us on

07817 726 966  ·  01268 372 835
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Exceptional driveway cleaning & sealing service

Sealing Solutions is a well-established driveway and patio cleaning and sealing business. From deep cleaning 
to high-pressure jetting, you can count on us for complete maintenance of your outdoors surfaces.

We offer an exceptional driveway 
cleaning & sealing service

07817 726 966 • 01268 372 835

If you are looking for a professional cleaning & 
sealing for your driveway or patio, call us on

info@sealing-solutions.co.uk
www.sealing-solutions.co.uk

info@sealing-solutions.co.uk

www.sealing-solutions.co.uk

�

If you are looking for a professional cleaning and sealing 

for you driveway or patio, call us on

07817 726 966  ·  01268 372 835

get a quote,

visit & advice

high pressure jet 

cleaning

sanding & 

sealing 

weed free,

 low maintenance

block paving 

SOLUTION TO YOUR WEEDS

07817 726 966

01268 372 835

Exceptional driveway cleaning & sealing service

Sealing Solutions is a well-established driveway and patio cleaning and sealing business. From deep cleaning 

to high-pressure jetting, you can count on us for complete maintenance of your outdoors surfaces.

• Weed free, low maintenance block paving

• Get a quote, visit & advice
• High pressure jet cleaning

• Sanding & sealing

Airports
20002000

24/7 Airport Transfer  Any Destination in UK  European Holiday Destinations
Cruise Terminals  Any Sort of Leisure or Business Travel

01268 46-2000 07943 472 998
  airports2000booking@gmail.com

 www.airports2000.co.uk
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Beauty and Tanning Boutique 
and home of Sarah’s School of Beauty

60 WOODLAND AVE, HUTTON, BRENTWOOD, CM13 1HH 
01277 560 432

WE OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF BEAUTY TREATMENTS, AESTHETICS AND 
NAIL SERVICES BY PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCED THERAPISTS

FAST TANNING SUNBED AVAILABLE 

WE ALSO PROVIDE ABT ACCREDITED, CERTIFIED AND INSURABLE BEAUTY COURSES 

WWW.SARAHSSCHOOLOFBEAUTY.COM

Your 
Monthly 

Lifestyle 
Magazine

CONTACT US TO GET YOUR BUSINESS SEEN BY OUR READERSCONTACT US TO GET YOUR BUSINESS SEEN BY OUR READERS

See all our magazines at www.visionmagessex.com 

BillericayShenfieldBrentwoodOngarChelmsfordBeaulieuEppingTheydonFrinton-on-Sea
HornchurchLeighThorpeBayLoughtonRayleighWickfordSouthWoodford

OVER 135,600 OTHER PEOPLE IN ESSEX 
READ VISION MAGAZINE’S MONTHLY

YOU’RE NOT

ALONEALONE IBS, irritable bowel syndrome, affects two in 
10 people in the UK, with common symptoms 
including abdominal pain, cramping, bloating and a 

combination of diarrhoea and constipation. 
If you suffer with IBS, you may have noticed that 

certain foods trigger your condition. 
Find out below which foods you should be eating, 

plus which ones to avoid.

LEAN MEATS: Lean meats such as white meat 
chicken and turkey, pork and cuts of beef including 
sirloin are all easily digestible sources of protein, 
making them an ideal choice for IBS sufferers. 

EGGS: As a general rule, eggs are a safe choice for 
people with IBS. However, some people struggle with 
the higher fat content of yolks and others experience 
a sensitivity to egg whites, so it may be a case of trial 
and error to see what works best for you. 

OILY FISH: Fish that is high in omega-3, such 
as salmon, mackerel and trout, contains anti-

inflammatory properties that can help reduce the 
symptoms of IBS. 

COOKED VEGETABLES: Although IBS sufferers tend 
to avoid vegetables as they appear to make their 
condition worse, the right vegetables are very good 
for your gut flora and can be tolerated by those with 
IBS. These include carrots, aubergine, parsnips, 
butternut squash and corn on the cob. 

NUTS AND SEEDS: Nuts and seeds are healthy 
sources of fats that are good for your gut and 
therefore good for your IBS. Nuts you may want to 
try include almonds, brazil nuts and walnuts, with 
super seeds such as pumpkin and sunflower. 

FOODS TO AVOID: Insoluble fibre such as wholewheat 
and bran products | Fried foods | Beans and legumes 
| Caffeinated drinks | Processed foods | Sugar-
free sweeteners | Chocolate | Alcohol | Garlic and 
onions | Broccoli and cauliflower | Some people also 
experience issues with both dairy and gluten.
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ARE YOU IBS AWARE? 
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Become a lean, mean cleaning machine with the below common household tasks 
that are guaranteed to help you burn calories and shift those unwanted pounds. 

GENERAL CLEANING: Picking clothes off the floor, wiping surfaces and dusting can all help 
you to work different muscle groups, making general cleaning one of the most effective 
household chores for burning calories. 
Total calories burnt = 3,976 (based on 280 minutes per week)

VACUUMING: This daily chore that is hated by many has the ability to provide a full body 
workout. Forcing you to use your entire core muscle groups, the simple act of pushing 
your hoover back and forth will target your abs and put both your back and legs to work.
Total calories burnt = 1,248 (based on 132 minutes per week)

IRONING: Another household task that few relish, but you may be surprised to learn that 
ironing burns a lot of calories. Not only does this task require you to stand up for long 
periods of time, but it also works your core as you move the appliance about. 
Total calories burnt = 1,360 (based on 144 minutes per week)

DOING LAUNDRY: If you have a big family, you may find yourself doing laundry multiple 
times a day. Although not the most engaging task, you will be pleased to hear it can 
help you lose weight. The act of washing, folding and lifting all helps to contribute to a 
full cardio workout. 
Total calories burnt = 1,588 (based on 168 minutes per week)

OTHER CALORIE-BURNING CHORES: Cooking = 2,856 (based on 301.7 minutes per week) 
| Mopping = 2,724 (based on 138 minutes per week) | Making beds = 1,316 (based on 
144.2 minutes per week) | Sweeping floors = 1,304 (based on 138 minutes per week)

NB: Calories burnt is based on one month’s worth of each activity and is based on the 
average weight of a person being 156 pounds. 
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cleaning your home 
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The mechanics that make all of us individuals 
mean no two people will endure the same 
medical condition in the same manner, but 

where chronic fatigue syndrome (also known as CFS 
or ME) is concerned, the overriding sense of physical 
and emotional emptiness is one that hits all sufferers.

The health condition, which shouldn’t be confused 
with sleepiness and general lethargy resulting from 
working too hard or resting for too short a period of 
time, can be caused by a number of factors – from 
stress and anxiety to depression, eating disorders 
and the gradual debilitating impact of life events on 
the mind.

There can also be medical problems at play, such 
as thyroid problems, diabetes, vitamin deficiencies, 
irritable bowel syndrome, high blood pressure and 
even kidney disease.

A proper diagnosis is essential and should be 
sought as soon as you feel you are slipping into a 

phase where you simply don’t have the ability to 
perform very basic daily functions, such as rising  
out of bed, conversing with people or leaving the 
house.

A doctor will use various tests and techniques in 
attempting to reach a diagnosis; only when this is 
done will a medical professional set you on a path of 
therapy to get you back on track.

While medication is a recognised route to this, 
it could be that making positive changes to diet, 
routine and physical health will make a profound 
difference. There might also be moves to improve 
surroundings, practise mindfulness and build mental 
positivity in putting you on the road to feeling revived 
and restored.

Mental health services are of prime focus to the 
NHS in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, so don’t 
delay in contacting your doctor if you need help – 
there will be brighter days ahead.

Do you have chronic fatigue?
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Beat the
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Daily support and 
motivation

Individual food plan

Daily food journal review

Weekly coaching call

Learn the tools and 
strategies you need to lose 

weight and keep it off 
FOREVER

email Sarah Measday at info@thinkthinner.co.uk
www.thinkthinner.co.uk

       CHIROPODY, PODIATRY & FOOTWEAR CENTRE

Come and see us for effective treatment of 
tendonitis, plantar fasciitis or muscular issues.  
We use Extracorporeal Shockwave Therapy to 
deliver effective pain management treatment to 
the affected area, reigniting the healing process 

with a view to resolving the issue.

01277 659200
www.essexfootcare.com
2 The Walk, Billericay, Essex CM12 9YB

BILLERICAY HIGH STREET

THE
WALK

BILLERICAY
PODIATRY 
CLINIC

Problems with 
your foot health?

AT BILLERICAY PODIATRY CLINIC 
WE CAN HELP YOU
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Roger 
Bannister

BRITAIN’S GREATEST     
  SPORTING MOMENTs... 

It was the sporting feat that the experts said the 
human body was simply not capable of – running a 
mile in less than four minutes.
Yet on May 6, 1954, at the Iffley Road track in 

Oxford, Bannister, who passed away in 2018, arrived 
to meet a collective of pacemakers keen to do their 
bit in making history.

Travelling alone, he caught the train from 
Paddington, immediately preparing to abandon the 
attempt because of excessively high winds. Yet 
these had died down by the afternoon, and by 6pm 
Bannister was ready to go.

Staying at the front of the pack, he clocked the half-
mile in 1min 58secs, and coming around for the final 
lap had 59 seconds to run the final 400m.

He finished, and a crowd of more than 3,000 
spectators awaited the verdict, offered by future 
Guinness Book of Records aficionado Norris 
McWhirter. Purposely drawing out the tension, the 

announcer said: “Ladies and gentlemen, here is the 
result of event nine, the one mile: first, number 41, 
R G Bannister, Amateur Athletic Association and 
formerly of Exeter and Merton Colleges, Oxford, with 
a time which is a new meeting and track record, and 
which – subject to ratification – will be a new English 
Native, British National, All-Comers, European, 
British Empire and World Record. The time was 
three...”

The roar of the crowd drowned out the rest of the 
announcement. Bannister’s time was three minutes 
59.4 seconds.

Of course, in the years to come, several athletes 
would push the limits of speed and take huge 
chunks of time out of Bannister’s. In the 1980s, Seb 
Coe, Steve Ovett and Steve Cram each set a new 
world record, although the most recent PB belongs 
to Morocco’s Hicham El Guerrouj in 1999, as the 
event appears to have gone out of fashion. 

Each month we look at one of the most significant events in British sporting history. This month, 
it’s Roger Bannister’s sub-four-minute mile in 1954.
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Why choose Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital for your general surgery?

Whether you are seeking results from a diagnostic procedure or looking  
at treatment options to remove a painful hernia, our team of experienced  
general surgeons at Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital are experts in their  
field, providing you with rapid access to a personalised treatment plan. 

Some of the general surgery treatments available in Brentwood Hospital include:

   Appendix removal

   Colonoscopy

   Flexible sigmoidoscopy

   Gall bladder removal 

   Gastroscopy

   Haemorrhoid removal

   Hernia repair

   Thyroid surgery

   Varicose vein surgery

   Weight loss surgery.

For more information or to book,

 
       

Email brentwood.enquiries@nuffieldhealth.com 
Call 01277 554 181 
Visit nuffieldhealth.com/brentwood

Follow us at @nuffieldhealthbrentwoodhospital
Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital
Shenfield Road, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8EH

Don’t put your 
life on hold
Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital

At Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital our experienced 
general surgeons specialise in a range of diagnostic and 
repair procedures. They are experts in their field and can 
provide rapid access to treatment.
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Don’t put  
your life on hold.
Get the treatment you need, fast.

Your treatment guide for  
infected or enlarged tonsils. 
Thursday 14 June, 6.30pm 

Consultant ENT Surgeon 
Mr George Fayad

Considering vision correction 
or cataract surgery? 
Tuesday 19 June, 6.30pm

Consultant Ophthalmic Surgeon 
Mr Simon Ruben

Let’s talk hips and knees. 
Wednesday 20 June, 6.30pm 

Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon 
Mr Ravindran Ranjith

Considering weight  
loss surgery? 
Thursday 21 June, 6.30pm 

Consultant Bariatric Surgeon 
Mr Sanjay Agarwal

Understanding arthritis. 
Wednesday 27 June, 6.30pm

Consultant Rheumatologist 
Dr Anurag Bharadwaj

Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital
Shenfield Road, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8EH

For more information or to book your place visit nuffieldhealth.com/book 
or please call 01277 886 984

Join us at Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital for one of our FREE open
events and the chance to find out more from our consultants with a presentation 
or a discrete one-to-one, free 10 minute consultation.
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Why choose Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital for your general surgery?

Whether you are seeking results from a diagnostic procedure or looking  
at treatment options to remove a painful hernia, our team of experienced  
general surgeons at Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital are experts in their  
field, providing you with rapid access to a personalised treatment plan. 

Some of the general surgery treatments available in Brentwood Hospital include:

   Appendix removal

   Colonoscopy

   Flexible sigmoidoscopy

   Gall bladder removal 

   Gastroscopy

   Haemorrhoid removal

   Hernia repair

   Thyroid surgery

   Varicose vein surgery

   Weight loss surgery.

For more information or to book,

 
       

Email brentwood.enquiries@nuffieldhealth.com 
Call 01277 554 181 
Visit nuffieldhealth.com/brentwood

Follow us at @nuffieldhealthbrentwoodhospital
Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital
Shenfield Road, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8EH
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life on hold
Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital

At Nuffield Health Brentwood Hospital our experienced 
general surgeons specialise in a range of diagnostic and 
repair procedures. They are experts in their field and can 
provide rapid access to treatment.
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On the face of it, 
it’s perhaps the manliest 
sport of them all – where the 

fire and ferocity of competition demands brutish, 
testosterone-driven combat.

Like it or not, the past hasn’t always been kind in 
associating homosexuality with those characteristics. 
And yet it’s a credit to our progressiveness as a society 
that those attitudes are changing; and across Gareth 
Thomas, other male stars, both retired and still playing, 
plus a whole host of women who have proudly declared 
their sexuality, rugby is the sport that seems to be 
pioneering inclusion and diversity above any other.

The rise to prominence of Nigel Owens MBE as an 
ambassador for such inclusion is, alongside Thomas, 
perhaps the best example of someone emerging from 
the shadows. Having previously battled bulimia and 
suicidal thoughts as side effects to the hiding of his 
sexuality, the experienced referee came out in 2007.

“It’s such a big taboo to be gay in my line of work,” 
he says. “I had to think very hard about it because I 
didn’t want to jeopardise my career. Coming out was 
very difficult and I tried to live with who I really was for 
years. I knew I was ‘different’ from my late teens, but I 
was just living a lie.”

In reality, coming out only enhanced Owens’ reputation 
in the game. He went on to claim the record for most 
test matches refereed, and in the Queen’s 2016 Birthday 
Honours was awarded an MBE for services to sport. He 
retired in December 2000 after 17 years at the top.

And yet his work doesn’t stop – in a long-term 
relationship with a teacher, Barrie Jones-Davies, Owens 
is a pioneer for LGBT issues in both sport and wider 
society. He works with charitable organisations in raising 
awareness and acceptance of gay people, using his 
story as a bridge to greater understanding of the issues 
involved.
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Making plans for

How Welsh referee Nigel Owens MBE is the latest to bring

LGBT issues to the front line of sport
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Do you currently give your children daily 
vitamins but are not sure if they are worth the 
expense? Or are you thinking about buying 

vitamins for your kids but don’t know which ones 
they need? 

What vitamins do children need?
The Department of Health recommends that all 
children aged six months to five years are given 
daily vitamin supplements that contain vitamins A, 
C and D. They also advise breastfed babies to be 
given a daily vitamin D supplement from birth. Some 
experts recommend that the following groups of 
children should take a daily multivitamin:
> Those who do not have access to regular, 

nutritionally balanced meals 
> Picky eaters who are not getting sufficient 

vitamins and minerals 
> Children who eat a lot of processed or fast food 
> Vegetarians or vegans, who may need an iron 

and/or calcium supplement  

Are gummy vitamins a good choice?
Becoming increasingly popular in recent years, 
gummy vitamins seem to be the perfect solution 
for kids who lack certain nutrients. However, these 
are usually higher in sugar than other vitamins, plus 
they look and taste like sweets, meaning your child 

may be tempted to take more than they need, 
which could be harmful to their health. 

What does a healthy diet include?
If you are not sure whether your child is already 
getting all the vitamins and minerals they need 
from their diet, this guide should help you. A well-
balanced diet should include:
> Milk and dairy products or vegan alternatives 
> Plenty of fruit and vegetables 
> Protein 
> Whole grains

Advice for giving your child 
vitamins:
> Keep them out of reach so that children 

do not have more than one a day
> Do not treat them like sweets
> Try a chewable vitamin if your child 

won’t take a pill or liquid 
supplement 

> Consult your doctor first if your 
child is taking any other 
medication  

for children explainedfor children explained
VITAMINS

✭ 8ft screen or 14ft inflatable 
✭ HD Projector and stand
✭ DVD player ✭ Fairy Lights 
✭ Chromecast
✭ Popcorn ✭ Sweets

FOR AVAILABILITY AND TO BOOK 

A GREAT NIGHT OUT 
IN YOUR GARDEN!

For Birthdays, Celebrations 
and all your Special Events

  @BackyardCinemaHireEssex 
 @BackyardCinemaHireEssex 07841 131640

LARGER 
GENTS

CLOTHING1XL - 8
XL 1XL - 8XL

BOUNCE BACK DEALS
Jeans rrp £29.99 NOW £20.00

Chino Trousers rrp £39.99 NOW £20.00
100s Check Shrits rrp £39.99 NOW £20.00
100s Polo Shirts rrp £34.99 NOW £15.00

ANY THREE FOR JUST £50.00
LIMITED STOCKS
Current opening times

10am to 4pm Tuesday to Saturday

206 Moulsham Street, Chelmsford CM2 0LG
01245 356057

LOTS OF OTHER DEALS 
IN STORE

DON’T MISS OUT
Spot the difference in this advert for an extra discount
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Gibson’s Finest Meats is a family run butchers & farm shop. 
We supply some of London’s finest restaurants & chefs.

Summerhill Garden Centre, Pipps Hill Road North, Billericay, CM11 2UJ

01268 952196  n  www.Gibsons-meats.co.uk  n  gibsonsmeats111@gmail.com

LOCALLY REARED BEEF n STEAKS n PORK & GAMMON n WELSH LAMB n FREE RANGE POULTRY
SAUSAGES & PIES n GLUTEN FREE SAUSAGES n CHEESES n FRUIT & VEG n JARS n CURRY KITS

 OPEN 
7 DAYS 
A WEEK

BASILDON BRANCH AT 65-67 MARKET SQUARE, BASILDON SS14 1DE 
CALL TO ORDER ON 01268 271713

The rambutan is a tropical fruit that closely resembles a lychee. Grown in countries such as 
Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia, the name rambutan means hairy, which refers to the fleshy 
spikes on the skin of the fruit.

WHAT DOES RAMBUTAN TASTE LIKE?
The flavour of rambutan is similar to a grape but with a bit of a strawberry 
quality. Slightly acidic and sweet in equal measures, this fruit has a 
pleasant fragrance that makes it ideal for using in cooked dishes. 

WHAT ARE THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF RAMBUTAN?
Rambutans are high in vitamin C as well as containing lots of 
fibre that is good for your digestive health. They also contain 
vitamin E, which is known for helping to prevent both acne 
and premature ageing. 

WHERE CAN I BUY RAMBUTAN?
You can find rambutans in most Asian markets and food 
shops. Look for bright red skin that indicates the rambutan 
is at its freshest. Green rambutans are not ready to be eaten, 
whereas black ones are over-ripe. 

HOW TO PREPARE RAMBUTAN
You should not peel a rambutan until you are ready to eat or cook with it. 
To open, carefully cut the skin with a sharp knife or simply twist open 
with your hands if the fruit is ripe enough to do so. Then peel away 
the skin to reveal the egg-shaped fruit. Don’t forget to cut open 
the fruit to remove the nut-like seed in the centre. 

HOW TO STORE RAMBUTAN 
Wrap them whole in a paper towel and 
put them in a perforated plastic bag 
before placing in the fridge. Your 
rambutans should last for up 
to two weeks.  

HOW TO EAT RAMBUTAN
Enjoy rambutans as a 
healthy snack or as part of 
a tropical fresh fruit dessert 
bowl. Alternatively, add 
to cooked dishes such as 
curries and soups. 
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AIR FRYERS CLAIM TO REINVENT DEEP FRYING, BUT ARE THEY WORTH IT?

A load     of 

When the doyenne of baking, Mary Berry, said that no British home “should own a deep fat fryer”, it 
caused quite a stir. After all, among the staples of British cuisine are fish and chips, battered scampi 
and, in Scotland, the infamous deep-fried Mars bar. 

However, as much as we love bubbly batter slick with oil, there is no denying that deep frying at home is a 
messy, greasy and unhealthy endeavour, which is why air fryers are gaining popularity in our kitchens. Using 
a heating mechanism and a fan, the food is held in a basket while hot air briskly encircles it, giving the speed 
and crunchy texture of a fat fryer, with far less oil. 

Sitting neatly on your worktop, these relatively new inventions really are an excellent way to cook food quickly 
and efficiently. Chips can be sprayed with oil to create a crunch and flavour that is truly authentic, and because 
the air fryer works in much the same way as a convection cooker, you 
can cook almost anything you would in your normal oven, without 
having to wait for it to heat up (which makes it cheaper, too). 

Unfortunately, you can’t cook anything that has a wet 
batter – unless you want a dreadful mess – and while 
the process is quick, you do need to manually move 
the food halfway through for even cooking. They also 
aren’t generally that large, so catering for a big family 
becomes tricky.

The bottom line is that while the design isn’t perfect, 
this is one gadget that is unlikely to gather dust. From 
cooking chicken nuggets for the kids’ dinner to baking 
frozen croissants or crisping up chips, the air fryer 
enables you to have your (fish)cake, and eat it. 

ccording to Harvard University scientists, peas 
are not as healthy as we have been led to 
believe and may not even count towards one 

of your five a day. 
Find out more about this shocking revelation below. 

Plus, great alternatives to peas that pack a punch 
when it comes to improving your health. 

WHAT DOES THE SCIENCE SAY? 
Harvard University believes that it has found the key 
to leading a longer life, and it lies with consuming the 
right combination of fruit and vegetables. Its research 
shows that by eating two portions of fruit a day and 
three servings of vegetables, you are much less 
likely to die from conditions such as heart disease, 
cancer and/or respiratory diseases. However, not 
all vegetables offer the same longevity-boosting 
properties, with a higher intake of peas having no link 
to lower mortality rates. 

WHY YOU SHOULDN’T CONSIDER PEAS AS 
ONE OF YOUR FIVE A DAY
Strictly speaking, green peas are not vegetables, as 
they are part of the legume family which consists 
of plants that produce pods with seeds inside. 

Furthermore, peas have a high glycaemic 
index which can cause a spike in your blood sugar 
levels, and they contain phytates that prevent key 
nutrients from being absorbed by the body. 

WHAT OTHER FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 
DO NOT AID LONGEVITY?
During the extensive study, the scientists at Harvard 
also found no link between a higher intake of 
starchy vegetables, such as corn and potatoes, 
and enhanced longevity, as well as drinking fruit or 
vegetable juices. 

WHAT CAN YOU EAT INSTEAD OF PEAS?
If you like to add a bit of greenery to your own and 
your family’s meals, there are still lots of alternatives 
to peas that most definitely do count towards your 
five a day:
 Broccoli   Courgette
 Asparagus  Cooked greens
 Spinach   Lettuce
 Kale   
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Last year was challenging, with job losses and pay 
cuts causing many to tighten their budgets. It was 
particularly difficult for the self-employed, with 
many freelancers losing income as companies 
cut costs and stopped using contractors. Despite 
government grants being available, many self-
employed workers have found they are not eligible. 

Almost five million people in the UK are self-
employed; or 15 per cent of the workforce. This 
number is up from 3.2 million in 2000. Although 
there are many advantages to working for yourself, 
there are downsides too. Self-employed people  
do not enjoy the same benefits as employed 
workers, such as holiday and sick pay; they are 
also unable to access the benefits of pension auto-
enrolment.

PENSION SAVINGS SUFFER
On the back of this, there are concerns that self-
employed workers are not saving enough for 
retirement, with figures1 showing that 85 per cent 
of self-employed people do not pay into a pension, 
up from 73 per cent in 2008/2009. Meanwhile, 
those who do have a pension have 77 per cent 

SELF-EMPLOYED? BE PENSION PROUD

INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISERS

ON THE 
MONEY

Financial advice from our 
financial adviser Karyn Vogel 
Contact 01277 654153

of the pension wealth of the average population. 
This can partly be attributed to lower than average 
incomes and the need for financial liquidity, made 
worse due to the pandemic. However, it is also down 
to attitudinal changes and other barriers as, even 
among the highest paid self-employed workers, only 
19 per cent save into a pension.

MAKE 2021 THE YEAR YOU GET 
YOUR PENSION ON TRACK
If you are self-employed, it is important not to 
neglect your pension and to make sure you get it 
back on track by increasing contributions where you 
can. If you are concerned about your pension and 
retirement plans, do not hesitate to get in touch.

At HCR we take the time to understand our client’s 
unique planning needs and circumstances, so that 
we can provide you with the most suitable solutions 
in the most cost-effective way. For a free review 
of your current financial situation, please contact 
Karyn Vogel on 01277 654153.

1NOW Pensions, Pensions Policy Institute, 2020

When it comes to 
Financial Planning

INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISERS

✓✓  SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS 
✓✓  INHERITANCE TAX PLANNING
✓✓  PENSIONS    ✓✓ PROTECTION

Tel 01277 654153  l  www.hcrifa.co.uk  l  Fax 01277 658383
Suite 5, First Floor, Foremost House, Radford Way, Billericay CM12 0BT 

We’re here to help you

…but one  
day it may  

be too  
late.It’s never  

too early..

It’s time to make an LPA. There is a common misconception that Lasting Powers of Attorney only 
need to be put in place when an individual gets older. In fact, it is always wise to put LPAs in place 
earlier in life. By doing so, you will gain peace of mind that your affairs –  both financial and health – 
can be looked after if you are ever unable to do so. You will also be ensuring that your loved ones are 
not left in an impossible position, unable to deal with your affairs, if the worst should happen.

Contact us today to protect yourself and your loved ones.  
Legal advice with a conscience.

Fisher Jones Greenwood LLP,  
102 High Street, Billericay, CM12 9BY
Offices across Essex and London

01277 424080  
www.fjg.co.uk 
enquiry@fjg.co.uk 

Our CORE values:
Honesty, Integrity, Reliability, Transparency,
Highest Quality Service, Cost Effective

l  We are a local business and we are looking to work with other local businesses
l  We can supply staff all over Essex & London 

l  We offer Temporary, Fixed Fee Perm & Temp to Perm (£0 End Fee) options
l  Our core beliefs are Honesty and Transparency

We are looking for consultants to join our team. If you are looking for a new role 
in recruitment, email our Director Scott Hart on scott@bluebaring.com

info@bluebaring.com l 01708 524332 l www.bluebaring.com l Follow us on 

Construction & Industrial Recruitment Specialists
Established since 2008  

So if you are looking for staff – look no further
Get in touch with Bluebaring today!

SCAN QR CODE SCAN QR CODE 
TO VISIT OUR TO VISIT OUR 
WEBSITEWEBSITE

We are proud to announce that we have been approved by 
the DWP to work as a Kickstart Gateway meaning you can 
now take full advantage of the scheme with our full support.
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Whatever industry you work in, taking 
the time to understand and empathise 
with your employees is vital if you want 

to provide exceptional leadership. Discover 
how to become a more compassionate leader 
below. Plus, find out why compassion is crucial 
in the workplace. 

HOW TO BECOME A COMPASSIONATE HOW TO BECOME A COMPASSIONATE 
LEADER IN FIVE SIMPLE STEPS: LEADER IN FIVE SIMPLE STEPS: 

Listen: Think about how often you really listen to 
your team. Successful leaders seek to understand 
the perspectives, motivations and challenges of 
their employees. Make sure you actively listen 
without judgement for optimal effect.

Empathise: If you don’t think that your team 
members feel able to open up to you, then 
empathy can help resolve this. Take the time to 
sit down with your employees and talk to them 
about non-work-related topics. 

Share: If you aren’t authentic with your staff, 
how can you expect them to be with you? Don’t 
be afraid to show your weaknesses; as a leader 

you do not have to be better than everyone else. 

Respond: Employees need feedback from their 
leaders, in terms of both their successes and 
areas in which they still have room to grow. Ensure 
you explain to your team that you are there to 
help them improve, and offer any resources they 
might need. 

Change: Compassion is all about commitment, 
and even simple changes to the way you lead can 
work wonders for improving employee morale. 
Challenge yourself to make at least one change a 
month and build up from there. 

WHY COMPASSION IS SO IMPORTANT:WHY COMPASSION IS SO IMPORTANT:
 Creates enhanced employee engagement 
 Decreases employee turnover 
 Inspires collaboration 
 Increases employee commitment 
 Raises levels of trust 
 Empowers you as a leader 

TAKEAWAY TIP:TAKEAWAY TIP: Compassionate leadership 
is not about giving people what they want; it is 
about giving people what they need. 

C
is for 

compassioncompassion!
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WORRYING PROBLEMS
If a married couple dies together, and where there is no 

Will, the eldest is deemed to have died first, so only the 
family members of the surviving spouse will inherit

A beneficiary or their spouse should not be a witness to a 
Will, or they will disinherit themselves

Unless it has a Contemplation of Marriage clause, 
marriage or re-marriage invalidates a Will, requiring a new 
arrangement

Without a Will, spouses and civil partners are NOT 
automatically entitled to all of the estate assets on death, 
and the Government could inherit your estate if you die with 
no surviving traceable relatives

If a couple dies simultaneously, the elder is deemed to 
have died first – s184 Law of Property Act 1925, leaving 
only the younger spouse’s family to inherit

Without a Will, even grandparents have NO automatic 
Legal Guardianship of their orphaned grandchildren 

Without a Will, the Rules of Intestacy, ie ‘The Government 
Will’, could land the children with an IHT liability

A beneficiary or their spouse should not be a witness to a 
Will, or they will disinherit themselves

Although divorce does not invalidate a Will, marriage will 
indeed invalidate a Will, unless a marriage clause has been 
embedded

If you have no surviving parents, siblings, grandparents, 
uncles or aunts, then under the Intestacy Rules, the whole 
estate goes to the Crown or the Duchy of Lancaster or the 
Duke of Cornwall

PEACE OF MIND SOLUTIONS
Always appoint charities as your final beneficiaries, to 

avoid your estate being claimed by the Government
By the use of a Property Protection Trust, you can ensure 

that if you pre-decease and your spouse re-marries and has 
more children, your own children benefit from your share of 
your home, and not the new spouse. BUT if Probate is not 
completed, the Trust Deed will not be set up and notified at 
the Land Registry

If children have special care needs, an appropriate 
Discretionary Trust could avoid loss of State benefits on 
them inheriting your estate 

A Grant of Probate confirms to Executors that they have 
the authority to act and carry out the wishes of the deceased

Provide in your Will for continuity of your business on your 
death

If you own property abroad, you should arrange a Will for 
your assets in that country, to avoid costly fees and much 
Probate delay

If a Named Beneficiary, Executor, Trustee or Legal 
Guardian changes their name, e.g., on marriage or by Deed 
Poll, it is not necessary to amend the Will: documentary 
evidence, eg Decree Absolute, is sufficient

A properly worded Will could ensure that half the value of 
your home is potentially protected against Local Authority 
care home fees

There is no Inheritance Tax liability if the deceased spouse 
has left their entire estate to their surviving spouse or civil 
marriage partner

A WILL WRITER’S WORDS OF WISDOM

MAKE YOUR WILL…
…IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME

Do you and your family have the peace of mind of an up-to date Will, or a Power of    
Attorney for yourself or your parents, or Legal Guardians for your children under 18? 

My professional services for arranging personally-tailored Wills, Powers of Attorney, Probate and expert 
guidance on Inheritance Tax and Care Home Fees, are offered to applicants 7 days a week on a fixed 

fee basis in your own home, regardless of consultation time and number of visits 
Please note that weekend home visit meetings are offered at no extra cost

ENGLEMAN  WILLS
+ POWERS  OF  ATTORNEY + PROBATE

YOUR WILL AT HOME!
ce of mind of an up-to-date Will, Legal Guardians for your 
of Attorney for yourself or your parents?

Power of Attorney service is offered 7 days a week on a
regardless of consultation time and number of visits.

N WILL WRITING SERVICE

then call 01268 761022 for a fee quotation 
www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk/making-a-will-home-visit-essex/
www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk/will-writer-essex-home-visit/

MARTIN ENGLEMAN AIPW  AFPC
 Qualified Member of the Institute of Professional Will Writers ~ Certificate in Mortgage

Practice & Equity Release, Chartered Insurance Institute ~ Diploma, Personal Finance Society

Please visit www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk for more detailed
information, then call me for a fixed fee quotation and free advice

 

Mobile: 07901 948745
1 Nesbit Close 

 Wickford,  Essex SS12 0PT

Do you and your family have the peace of mind of an up-to date Will, 
or a Power of Attorney for yourself or your parents, 

or Legal Guardians for your children under 18?
My professional services for arranging 
personally-tailored Wills, Powers of 
Attorney, Probate and expert guidance 
on Inheritance Tax and Care Home 
Fees, are offered to applicants seven 
days a week on a fixed fee basis in your 
own home, regardless of consultation 
time and number of visits.

MAKE YOUR WILL…
…IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME

ENGLEMAN WILLS
+ POWERS OF ATTORNEY + PROBATE

Please visit www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk 
for more detailed information, then call me for 
a fixed fee quotation and free advice

Office: 01268 761022
Mobile: 07901 948745
1 Nesbit Close, Wickford, 
Essex SS12 0PT

Please note that weekend home visit meetings are offered at no extra cost

MARTIN ENGLEMAN AIPW AFPC
Qualified Member of the Institute of Professional 
Will Writers ~ Certificate in Mortgage Practice & 
Equity Release, Chartered Insurance Institute ~ 
Diploma, Personal Finance Society
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For years, Rosie Huntington-Whiteley has been 
perfecting the art of spreading her talents across 
a wide spectrum.

This is the supermodel who leapt into our 
consciousness at the age of 16 when she appeared 
in Teen Vogue, then quickly ascended to adult fashion 
with projects for Victoria’s Secret, Burberry, Pirelli and 
others.

Embracing motherhood – she has a three-year-
old son, Jack, with actor Jason Statham – as well as 
embarking on film projects (Transformers: Dark of the 
Moon and Mad Max: Fury Road), you would imagine the 

now 33-year-old has enough on her plate. Yet burgeoning 
business ideas have created another angle with which the 
Plymouth-born model can utilise, maximise and monetise a 
polished brand.

Sure enough, in November, she announced the launch 
of her Clean Beauty Collaborative brand. Working with 
cosmetics firm Amyris, Rosie is building a digital platform 
for all things beauty, undertaken with an eye on great-
performing products that are manufactured sustainably 
without harm to the planet.

The project follows on from her Rose Inc launch in 
2018, which focuses on carbon-neutral eco-friendly 
initiatives. 

She said: “I am passionate about responsible beauty 
products that are healthy for people and the planet.”

Rosie has in the past admitted the maze of looks, 
styles and messages emanating from social media 
can be particularly off-putting.

“I want us to get back to the basic thrill of 
uniting people with access and knowledge and 
secrets of the industry,” she says. “If we can all 
look as good as we can, while uniting to make 
the places where we live more sustainable, 
surely that’s a route towards a happier future, 

because even I find myself getting negatively 
affected when I’m scrolling through feed after 
feed. I think we need to celebrate diversity and 
different kinds of beauty.” 

How Rosie Huntington-Whiteley went from 
supermodel to businesswoman
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We are delighted to announce that we are now settled into our new offices in Billericay. We are 
so pleased that we have been able to expand our team and premises and are very grateful for the 
trust and support of all our clients.

Our clients are at the heart of everything we do. We aim to build long lasting relationships based 
on trust, offering continued advice and guidance along the way to ensure you achieve your 
financial goals. We provide a comprehensive wealth management service, offering specialist face-
to-face advice tailored to you. Our services include:

• Retirement Planning   • Investment Planning   • Inheritance Tax Planning   • Protection

We would love to welcome our existing and future clients to visit the office and meet the team.

For further details please contact:

Andrew Skinner Wealth Management Ltd is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc  
(which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products  

and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The ‘St. James’s Place Partnership’ and the titles  
‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.

H2SJP1293 03/21

T:  01277 563609

E:  andrewj.skinner@sjpp.co.uk

W:  www.andrewskinnerwealth.co.uk

A:  Maple House, 4 Radford Way, Billericay, Essex, CM12-0DX
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The responsibility of making sure a car is being 
driven legally, and that all the proper checks 
are up to date, is one not just to ourselves 

and our passengers but also to everyone else both 
on and off the road. From motorists to cyclists and 
even pedestrians, it’s vital our cars are roadworthy 
– in fact, it’s so important that the government will 
impose strict sanctions on anyone not toeing the line.

        MOT
A huge number of people drive on our roads unaware 
that their MOT has expired; and yet with the DVLA’s 
reminder system, setting up a simple text message 
alert would prevent this happening.

The only time you’re allowed to travel on the road 
with an expired MOT certificate is if you’re en route 
to the test centre to get the service done, otherwise 
you could be looking at a fine of £1,000.

In 2020, during the COVID-19 outbreak and 

subsequent lockdown, MOT dates were extended, 
though this is not the case in 2021.

        TAX
Road tax is a necessity for any car, and you can 
expect a hefty fine in the post (of up to £1,000), if 
you’re driving around in an untaxed vehicle. That may 
be a better scenario for some than the alternative – 
your car is clamped, and if the fine isn’t paid quickly 
it is impounded, incurring a daily fee of £21.

        INSURANCE
The big one – driving without insurance is the 
biggest threat to yourself, your passengers and 
other road users. It is looked upon dimly, and if 
you are stopped by the police, your keys will be 
confiscated immediately. A £300 fine and six points 
on your licence is the minimum, but greater penalties, 
including disqualification, are possible.

THE PENALTIES AND REPERCUSSIONS FOR OUT-OF-DATE MOTS, INSURANCE AND TAX
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www.imperials.co.uk

For more information contact
email: mason@imperials.co.uk | Tel/WhatsApp: 0208 548 7830

WE ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR STOCK TO BUY OR S.O.R.WE ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR STOCK TO BUY OR S.O.R.
ROLLS ROYCE | BENTLEY | MCLAREN, AMG | M, ETC...

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO RELEASE SOME EQUITY PLEASE CONTACT USIF YOU ARE LOOKING TO RELEASE SOME EQUITY PLEASE CONTACT US
 

WE WANT TO BUY WE WANT TO BUY 
YOUR CARSYOUR CARS
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THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01277 55404501277 554045 TODAY

AIRPORT TRANSFERS

AIRPORTS 2000
24/7 any destination in UK. European holiday destinations. 
Cruise terminals. Any leisure or business travel. 01268 
462000 | 07943 472998 | airports2000booking@gmail.com

BATHROOMS & KITCHENS

GEORGE BARNETT KITCHENS  
Kitchens, Bedrooms, AV, Home Office. 01277 217972 | sales@
georgebarnettkitchens.co.uk | www.georgebarnettkitchens.
co.uk | showroom 68 Woodland Ave, Brentwood, CM13 1HH

BILLERICAY BATHROOM DESIGN LTD
Installation and Supply. Visit our showroom at Whitesbridge 
Farm Ind. Est, Crays Hill, CM11 2UL or contact us on 01268 
531235 or info@billericaybathroomdesign.co.uk 

BEDROOMS

DESIGNER BEDROOMS LTD 
Traditional Fitted Wardrobes, Home office/ studies, Sliding 
Doors,  Loft Rooms. Call 01268 571799. 7 Robert Way, 
Wickford, SS11 8DD

BOILERS

VMON LTD 
Gas safe plumbing and heating engineer, supply and 
fit new boilers, service, repair and landlord certificates.  
Call 07771 928666

BUILDING SERVICES

TIMMINS PROPERTY SERVICES
From the smallest job to the largest high profile project, 
FREE estimates with no obligation. Emergency 24hr service. 
Call us on 01277 810005 or email t-p-s-l@btconnect.com

CLEANER

BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL 
Domestic/commercial cleaners, DBS checked, fully insured. 
Regular cleans, one offs, end of tenancy, care homes, offices. 
Pure, eco-friendly, non-toxic products used. 01277 287503

MOLLY MAID 
Our professionally trained team will make your home sparkle.
We tailor our cleans to your individual needs, schedule and 
budget. 01277 424985 | emma.brooks@mollymaid.co.uk

VILIJA CLEANING
Professional Quality Cleaning with a personal touch. Weekly 
Cleaning, General Cleaning, Deep Cleaning, Ironing, Reliable 
& Trustworthy, 12 years exp. 07552 154513

COMPUTER REPAIRS

DH COMPUTING 
Friendly support direct to your door, all your computer needs, 
low rates (no vat), no call out charge, homes/small businesses 
covered. 01277 523127 | help@dhcomputing.co.uk

EXTERIOR CLEANING 

CASTLE EXTERIOR CLEANING
Low pressure non-abrasive steam cleaning, restore your 
driveway, patio, brickwork, roof, render, UPVC or decking, 
local pure water window cleaner. Call Adam 07921 514415

FASHION

LARGER GENTS CLOTHING
1XL - 8XL sizes. Bounce back deals and lots of other offers. 
Current opening times Tuesday - Saturday 10am to 4pm. 206 
Moulsham Street, Chelmsford, CM2 0LG. 01245 356057

FINANCIAL SERVICES

HCR
Independent Financial Advisers. Can help with advice 
on: Savings and Investments | Inheritance Tax Planning | 
Pensions | Protection. Call us on 01277 654153

ENGLEMAN WILLS  
Personally tailored wills, powers of attorney, probate, 
guidance on inheritance tax & care home fees. 01268 761022 
| Mobile: 07901 948745 | www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk

COVERSURE INSURANCE BRENTWOOD
Property insurance for Landlords & Commercial Insurance 
specialists contact us today on 01277 295504 or email 
brentwood@coversure.co.uk

FITTED FURNITURE

BLACK OPAL 
Specialist in high end bespoke fitted furniture. Bedrooms, 
Bars, Luxury Kitchens, Home Office/Study, TV Media Unit, 
Quality hand spray finish. 07800 659881
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JOIN THE LISTINGS 

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
FLOORING

CARPETS DIRECT 
Carpets, vinyls, laminates, wood flooring. Free fitting, free 
home visits, 80% wool twist pile specialists. Call us on 
01277 554163

GARAGE DOORS

GAROLLA ROLLER SHUTTER DOORS 
Thermally insulated electric garage doors, Great for space 
saving, Kerb appeal & easy to use, No deposit, Pay on 
completion, 18 Colours available. Call today 01277 800142

GARDEN BUILDINGS

R PAGE CONCRETE BUILDINGS LTD
Specialists in pre-cast buildings, single/double Garages, 
conservatories, garden rooms, sheds/workshops & more. 
Family business, 50yrs exp. 5yrs Guarantee. 0208 590 3701

GARDEN ROOMS

CAPITAL ELECTRICAL LTD 
Adapt to changing lifestyles with a garden room. Extra family 
space, workspace, use or let, can fit all budgets, custom 
built. Call 01277 554192 or visit www.cap-elec.co.uk 

GARDEN SERVICES

EXPERIENCED GARDENER/LANDSCAPER 
One offs or regular visits. Excellent rates, free visits to price, 
CRB Checked. Call Andrew on 07868 243111 or email  
weedcontrolservices@outlook.com

GREEN THUMB
Lawn Treatment service, if you have been thinking about 
enjoying a great lawn this year - Simply call 01277 352236 
or visit greenthumb.co.uk

FAMILY TREE GARDENS 
Garden Maintenance, Lawn Care, Landscaping, Hedge 
Cutting, Plant Schemes, Specialist Pruning, Garden 
Makeover. 01277 656336 |  team@ftgardens.co.uk

HEALTH & WELLBEING

CHIROPODY, PODIATRY & FOOTCARE CENTRE
2 The Walk, Billericay, CM12 9YB. Foot health clinic, diabetic 
foot, nail problems/reconstruction, sports injuries, fungal nail 
treatment, digital foot scanning. 01277 659200

NUFFIELD HEALTH BRENTWOOD HOSPITAL 
Come and join us at our free hospital events please check our 
page in the Health section of this edition for more information. 
Spaces are limited call us on 01277 554181

REGROW HAIR CENTRE 
Treatment for hair loss, using latest technology/techniques. 
0800 246 1606 | info@regrowhaircentre.com | www.regrow
haircentre.com | 27 Hutton Road, Brentwood, CM15 8JU

THINK THINNER
Helping take care of your weight loss forever. Daily support 
& motivation. Individual food plan. Daily food journal review. 
Weekly coaching call. Email Sarah info@thinkthinner.co.uk 

HOME HELP SERVICE

ANY LITTLE THING 
Trustworthy, reliable support to the elderly & vulnerable. 
Companionship, Household Chores, Pet Services, Meal 
Preparation, Basic Gardening and Ironing. 01268 928878

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

DMD HOME IMPROVEMENTS  
For Windows, Doors, Bi-Folds, Garage Doors in a huge range 
of styles, colours and designs. Call 01268 962527 | 07708 
940527

LANDSCAPING

TOMCO
Driveways, Patios, Fencing, Decking, Pergolas, Turfing, 
Artifical Lawns, Outdoor Rooms. Call us on 01245 281999 | 
07850 332406 | email info@tomcolandscapes.co.uk 

DANIEL LANDSCAPES LTD
All of your Landscaping & Tree Care Needs. Call us on 01621 
892659 | 07495 766372. info@daniel-landscapesltd.co.uk | 
www.daniel-landscapesltd.co.uk 

MOBILE PHONE REPAIRS

BILLERICAY PHONE & GADGETS
Buy,Sell,Trade - Repairs, Unlocking, Windows Installation. 
No Fix, No Fee. Same Day Repair Service. Call us on 01277 
636363 or visit us at  10 The Walk, Billericay, CM12 9YB

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 01277 55404501277 554045 TODAY
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BOOK VIA BILLERICAY@VISIONMAG.CO.UK
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Sliding doors 

  

  
 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

                                                      

 

 

 

   

7, Robert Way, Wickford, SS11 8DD 
(Shotgate Industrial Estate)   

   

01268 571799      
                                   

Loft rooms  
 

 Home Office/Studies 

Traditional fitted wardrobes 
 

Whether your taste is traditional or contemporary, 
with hinged or sliding doors, we have the perfect 
solution for you…..  
..…all made to measure in our factory at Wickford  
and installed by our own skilled fitters. 
 

 

  

 

Designer Bedrooms Ltd 
 

10 Year 
Guarantee 

See website for opening times 
 

 

We promise you…  
No Salesmen. No Gimmicks. 

Just good honest advice from a long 
 established and trusted company. 

 

A local, family owned  
and managed business 

creating & installing bespoke 
furniture since 1992 

 

 
 

Need some inspiration...? Then come and 
wander around our showroom or take a look at 
the many photos of completed work on our 
website at: 

www.designerbedrooms.co.uk 
 

Need a professional design...?  Then call us to 
arrange for a free no obligation home visit. 
 

Want a quick quote...? Then pop into our 
showroom with your plans.   

 

Sliding doors 

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
OVEN CLEANER

OVENGLEAMERS
Ovens, Ranges, AGAs, Hobs, Extractors, Microwaves, 
BBQs. Book now for the most hygienic oven cleaning 
system. Call today 01277 361760

PAINTING & DECORATING

TJM PAINTING & DECORATING  
Home Maintenance & Repairs, Interior & Exterior Decorating, 
Wallpaper Hanging, Plastering, Carpentry Work, Plumbing, 
Electrical & Much More. Call 07824 664591 | 07908 170777

DAVID LEPINE PAINTING & DECORATING 
Painter, Decorator, Repairs & More. Over 15 years experience, 
high quality work, fully insured, a clean reliable service with 
competitive prices & NO VAT. Call 07960 741973

RICHARD WARD  
Domestic & Commercial, Interior & Exterior, Fully insured,  35 
years experience. Tel: 01277 821454 | Mob: 07961 943840 
| Email richard@warddecorators.co.uk

PLASTERING

KH PLASTERING 
Professional quality workmanship. No job too small. Over 25 
years experience. Plastering - Coving & Cornice - Restoration 
- Dry Lining. 01277 627277 | 07939 229215

PLUMBING & HEATING

HAMMOND & SONS
Family run for 20+ yrs. Boilers serviced/repaired, condensing 
boiler, warm-air units, all work undertaken inc leaks, upgrades, 
installs, no call out charges, OAPS discounts. 01277 261888

PROFESSIONAL ORGANISER

ORGANISED BY KAT  
Professional organising services. Please call to discuss 
07483 294635 | www.organisedbykat.co.uk – Follow 
organisedbykat on facebook and Instagram

ROOFING

JIM BARR ROOFING 
Exterior Cleaning & Maintenance. Gutters, Paving & UPVC. 
Cleaned, Repaired & Renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833 
572459

SCAFFOLDING

BROTHERS UK SCAFFOLDING 
The highest quality scaffolding at competitive prices. HS&E 
tested, Fully insured, All scaffolders are CISRS trained.  
Call us on 01268 987870

SPRAYING & POWDER COATING 

WS SPRAY FINISHINGS 
All aspects of wet spraying & powder coating for domestic & 
industrial markets. 01268 812414 | 07434 704673

STORAGE

BILLERICAY SELF-STORAGE 
Family run self-storage facility. Open 7 days a week. Unit 
C Radford Business Centre, Radford crescent, Billericay, 
CM12 0DP. 01277 525430

WASTE MANAGEMENT

EASY WASTE MANAGEMENT 
Wait & Load, Builders Waste, Rubbish Clearance, Garden 
Clearance, Office Clearance, House Clearance, Hardcore 
Removal & More. Call us on 07487 728836

WINDOWS & DOORS 

WINDOW MAN 
Family run over 25 years. Windows, doors, installation, 
repairs. Call us today on 01277 554075

DAYLIGHT INSTALLATIONS  
Windows, Doors & Conservatories. Design & Installation. 
Affordable Quality Products. All work guaranteed. Call 01702 
813458
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JOIN THE LISTINGS... 

DISCLAIMER:  VISION  does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any 
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other 
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the 
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION . 

ACROSS: 1. DECEITFULLT, 9. CHIMP, 10. ROE, 11. TRITE, 12. NECKS, 13. STAMPEDE, 16. GLAUCOMA, 
18. OXLIP, 21. ENNUI, 22. HEN, 23. IBIZA, 24. CRIMINOLOGY  

DOWN: 2. ETHICAL, 3. EXCERPT, 4. TWINED, 5. UNPIN, 6. LYRIC, 7. CATASTROPHE, 8. PERSONALITY, 
14. CUREALL, 15. JOINING, 17. LOTION, 19. LUNAR, 20. PRISM
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